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INTRODUCTION

The Human: A Creature of Woe and Wonder
The Shakespearean Tragedy of Hamlet rigorously explores the intricate woes
and wonders of the Human condition. 1 One of the most striking moments within the
play occurs when Prince Hamlet addresses Humanity in a triumphant speech:
“What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! How
infinite in faculty! in form, in moving, how express and
admirable! in action how like an angel! in apprehension how
like a god! the beauty of the world! the paragon of animals!” 2
In this grand address, Hamlet embellishes the Human subject with a profound sense of
glory and reverence. The Human is an entity of supreme understanding who possesses
“infinite” capabilities of possibility.3 To the Prince, mankind is the epitome of all
beauty and majesty in the world: he is divinity in the flesh.4 Hamlet ultimately
recognizes the Human as the apex—the anthropocentric “paragon”—of all creatures
that inhabit the earth. 5 Despite his elaborate ovations to Humanity, however, the
Prince immediately rejects these praises as the monologue continues: “and yet...,”
Hamlet cries, “what is this quintessence of dust?”6 Although the Human is gifted with
Set in Denmark, Shakespeare’s play follows Prince Hamlet and his revenge against his uncle who has
murdered Hamlet's father to take control of the Crown.
2
William Shakespeare, The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. (New York: Folger Shakespeare
Library. Simon & Schuster Paperback ed, 2012). 101,
https://shakespeare.folger.edu/downloads/pdf/hamlet_PDF_FolgerShakespeare.pdf. The monologue is
spoken in the play by Prince Hamlet to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in Act II, Scene 2.
3
Shakespeare, Hamlet, 103.
4
I draw comparison to divinity given Shakespeare’s allusions to an “angel” and a “god.”
5
Ibid
6
Ibid
1
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“god-like” powers, mortality—the inevitability of death—lies at the core of his
existence. 7 Despite the victorious nature of his life, man is but a speck of cosmic
insignificance. Though he may think himself to be invincible, the Human has one fate:
he shall be buried deep beneath the soil, only to be consumed by maggots. As the
tragedy progresses, Shakespeare’s repetitive and visceral imagery of a rotting skull
haunts us with the reminder of our impending and unavoidable finitude.8
The question remains: how does the Human, who is plagued by the
cognizance of this fate, wrestle with this existence—especially if there is no
supernatural saviour? This is the story of Humanism. Although there are many
different Humanisms, this is the central inquiry that undergirds the philosophical
project. At its core, Humanism urges us to take the reins of our fate and redirect it
towards our collective Human desires despite these inevitable ends.

Rational Humanism
For the purposes of this thesis, I shall examine the philosophical strain of
rational Humanism9 that emerged during the (European) Age of Enlightenment

7

Ibid
Shakespeare uses the imagery of the Human skull to speak to the nihilism of the Human
condition.This effect is epitomized in Hamlet’s speech entitled “Alas, Poor Yorick!” In this scene, Hamlet
holds up the skull of his beloved friend, Yorick in the middle of a graveyard. (Hamlet, Act IV, Sc. I).
9
It is imperative to note that the Enlightenment cannot be reduced to a unified form of thought, for it
undoubtedly encompassed a variety of moral codes, personal inquiries, and political philosophies in
constant contestation with one another. One consistent theme within this period, however, was that the
relationship between modern science, truth-seeking, self-knowledge, and religious authority developed
into a formidable problem-space.
8
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(17th-18th CE). 10 Rational Humanism is broadly characterized by the following
themes:
1. Humanity is the measure of all things.
2. Intellectual subservience to false Supernatural forces is
irrational and (on the extremist end), immoral.
3. Human beings are responsible for their fates through the
power of rationality as brought about by science and
technology. 11
The radical rise of secular ideology gave birth to Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum,
contemporarily known as the Scientific Method. In pursuit of truth, the Scientific
Method relied upon strict, empirical rules and critical rationality rather than the
experiential or subjective parameters traditionally grounded in religious mysticism.
Bacon’s Novum Organum thus served as a revolutionary mechanism to alter
undesirable Human conditions by “effecting all things possible” through the power of
science and technology.12 Thus the notion of limitlessness, at least in principle, greatly
impacted the development of Western consciousness as Europeans began to discover
the power of autonomous, critical thought apart from the Church.
New, secular epistemologies positioned the Human as a site of insatiable,
transformative development whose perfection must constantly be strived for.13 This

10

I derive organizational structure from the following source: Nick Bostrom, “ A History of
Transhumanist Thought”, Journal of Evolution and Technology, Vol. 14 Issue 1 (April 2005):
(http://jetpress.org/volume14.freitas.html).
11
Bostrom, “A History of Transhumanist Thought.”
12
Ibid, 2.
13
Ibid.
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quest for perfection is well exhibited by the French philosopher and mathematician
Marquis de Condorcet. Condorcet sought to experiment with the Human’s infinite
possibilities—specifically the prolonging of biological life— through the power of
medical science:

“Would it be absurd now to suppose that the improvement of the human race
should be regarded as capable of unlimited progress? That a time will come
when death would result only from extraordinary accidents...and that, finally,
the duration of the average interval between birth and wearing out has itself no
specific limit whatsoever? No doubt man will not become immortal, but cannot
the span constantly increase between the moment he begins to live and the time
when naturally, without illness or accident, he finds life a burden?”14
For Condorcet, natural causes of death are antagonistic forces that can be successfully
resisted by the supreme strength of Human faculties. Nature is thus positioned as an
obstacle to be subordinated by Human will—a theme central to the tradition of
rational Humanism. 15
After the Enlightenment, many Western thinkers continued the legacy of
rational Humanism. This continuation is most famously exhibited by Charles Darwin
and his groundbreaking text, On The Origin of Species (1859). Darwin’s revolutionary
theory of Evolution positions mankind as an unfinished project of constant emergence.
For Darwin, the present reality of the Human is not our final destiny. 16 The Human
species is a meager manifestation of what it could be— a physical embodiment of

14

J.‐A.‐N. d. C. Condorcet, (Conn: Greenwood Press, 1979), Sketch For a Historical Picture of the
Progress of the Human Mind. [emphasis added]
15
Condorcet, Sketch For a Historical Picture.
16
Charles Darwin, The Origin of The Species (New York, NY: Fine Creative Media, 2003).
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untapped potentiality that can constantly transform. Those who “win” the process of
Natural Selection are beings who can quickly adapt to unpredictable, external
change.17 Thus in light of the Darwinian tradition, Humans must attempt to
manipulate their environments to create the most optimal outcomes for their
livelihoods and the longevity of their progeny.
The legacy of rational Humanism remains today: it undergirds Western
consciousness, fueling its insatiable urge to push past restraining limits and achieve
transcendental expansion.18 Advanced technologies—created by the genius faculties of
the Human mind— have simplified inefficient tasks, connected the world on a global
scale, and bestowed on us the ability to live longer healthier lives. In the age of the
Internet we carve our own routes towards enlightenment, for supernatural deities are
no longer the exclusive channels of truth-seeking. The countless successes of modern
secularism have fortified a collective ethos that positions the Human entity as the
absolute champion of the earth—mankind is seemingly unstoppable through the
power of supreme reason.
However, despite our unmistakable achievements, Humanity still must face
Hamlet’s greatest woe: the plague of mortality. The reality of our finitude is ever-more
haunting without a Messianic figure to grant eternal life: after all, Jesus has yet to
return. Although Humans possess the ability to radically change certain material
Darwin, Origin of The Species.
There are countless examples of theorists whose philosophies have contributed to the development of
rational Humanism. To trace the entire genealogy of rational Humanism, however, exceeds the scope of
this project.
17
18
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conditions, the power of reason has failed to completely obliterate the abject
complexities of suffering that we experience on a quotidian basis. Furthermore, the
instrumental nature of rational Humanism arguably contributes to the proliferation of
this anguish. Thus, though the contemporary Human is guided by an insatiable desire
to live a boundless and expansive life, he is still tormented by the agonizing cognizance
of his inevitable end. Evidently, the triumph of our intellectual faculties and the
simultaneous tragedy of our unavoidable finitude is the story of the modern Human as
we know it.

Transhumanism: The Legacy Continues
But what if we could somehow manipulate rationality, science, and technology
to eradicate death and achieve immortality? Would not the plausibility of infinite life
destroy the anguish of suffering that not only pervades but defines the modern Human
condition? What freedoms and new forms of meaning might arise from such a
revolution? Enter transhumanism.
As a philosophy, transhumanism is not a unified form of thought, but rather “a
loosely defined movement” that encompasses a variety of ideological schisms ranging
from democratism, survivalism, singularitarianism, cosmopolitanism, libertarianism,
and extropianism.19 For the sake of this project, however, I will focus my attention on

19

Nick Bostrom, “Transhumanist Values,” Review of Contemporary Philosophy, (2005): 3-8,
http://www.nickbostrom.com/ethics/values.pdf
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the latter schism, which is arguably the oldest and most foundational branch of the
transhumanist corpus. 20
Extropian transhumanism strives to rise above “outmoded human beliefs” and
tap into the deepest potential of Human existence through techno-scientific
mechanisms.21 Transhumanism is grounded in the rational Humanist tradition: it
strives to demystify the world through the complete rejection of theistic worship and
the glorification of rationality for the sake of Human advancement. Like its
predecessor, transhumanism is fundamentally instrumentalist, for reason is ultimately
used as a tool to submit nature to Human desires and values. Naturally,
transhumanism anoints the Human as the highest creature of intelligence who is
responsible for the outcomes of his destiny—he continues to be the ultimate director
of Evolution.
However, transhumanism takes the legacy of rational Humanism a step
further. It fundamentally rejects the supposition that knowledge about the Human
corresponds with the normative boundaries of our strivings. Unlike rational
Humanism, transhumanism positions our knowledge of the Human as inherently
problematic. Taking Darwin’s claims quite literally, transhumanism does not consider
the Human to be an established ground, but rather a beginning vantage point that may
20

“Transhumanism” hereafter will refer to extropian transhumanism. We shall learn more about
extropianism throughout the course of this project.
21
Glenn Rikowski, “Education, Capital and the Transhuman,” in Marxism against Postmodernism in
Educational Theory, eds. Dave Hill, Peter McLaren, and Glenn Rikowski (Lanham, MD: Lexington
Books, 2002), 111–43.
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require transcendence or renunciation. Transhumanism thus positions the Human as
an unstable entity; the Human is unfixed, unlimited in form and circumstance, and
malleable enough to be transformed into once inconceivable manifestations. It reaches
beyond the traditional limits of Humanism by constantly “peering into the future,”
hoping to solve all problems through technological futurity. 22 For transhumanists, the
greatest problem to be solved is, of course, biological death: it must be completely
overcome. To transhumanists, the overcoming of death symbolizes the notion of
perfection that rational Humanists were galvanized to achieve in the Age of
Enlightenment. Energized by the prospect of a post-biological future, transhumanists
thus strive to reach a posthuman reality in which they enjoy a life that is fundamentally
unthreatened by any semblance of finitude: the root of all suffering. 23
The posthuman in the transhumanist imaginary refers to a “technologically
enhanced entity derived from the human,”24 but no longer perceptible as such a being:
the body and mind are merely machines to be manipulated, tweaked, and upgraded in
form.Transhumanists argue that a posthuman future will arise in two different ways.
The first route to posthumanity is via radical Human extension.25 Human extension
technologies range from the consumption of radical dietary supplements, the use of
22

Max More. "Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist Philosophy." Extropy vol. 6, 1990,
https://web.archive.org/web/19991115112725/http://maxmore.com/transhum.htm
23
It is imperative to clarify that the transhumanist understanding of posthumanism lies on a different
epistemological plane than anti-anthropocentric posthumanism, a movement dedicated toward a
dismantling of the failures implicated within the traditional Enlightenment roots of humanism.
24
Thomas, Alexander. "On Progress and Reason: Stories of Gods, Animals and Humans." International
Journal of Sociology and Social Policy Ahead-of-print, no. Ahead-of-print (2020): International Journal
of Sociology and Social Policy, 2020-04-29, Vol.ahead-of-print (ahead-of-print), 2.
25
Bostrom, “Transhumanist Values.”
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prosthetic or machinated limbs, the merging with nanotechnologies, etc. to generate a
modality of existence superior to the present Human condition.26 Ideally, this extended
Being would be able to live comfortably in once hostile and inhabitable
environments—such as oceanic or extraterrestrial territories—for unlimited periods of
time. The more extreme, yet seductive route towards posthumanity is via complete
digital embodiment, in which the Human form is completely substituted by an
alternative carbon substrate while the consciousness is uploaded within a cyberspatial
realm.27 In this new dimension, flesh and otherworldly obstacles are fundamentally
nonexistent. Because this form of transhuman posthumanity is materially
indestructible in that the subject is absolutely disembodied, the upgraded Human
would be able to live forever—totally unmitigated by the prospect of death.
Ultimately guided by an ethos of relentless optimism, defeatism does not exist
in transhuman realities. For these thinkers, creating a world devoid of anguish,
suffering, and finitude is not only a desirable ideal but an inviolable moral imperative.
If the paragoned Human subject is to live forever, one may imagine the sheer
unprecedented possibilities that could potentially be explored and enjoyed. An
existence free from the threat of finite time— a force that has been integral to the
ontological development of the Human project—undoubtedly pries open a vision of
futurity that has yet to be imagined.

26
27

Ibid
Ibid
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Although the transhumanist imaginary seems like an outlandish Sci-Fi fantasy,
many of these scholars argue that we presently occupy a transhumanist era.28 The
looming rise of technocratic orders— coupled with our interdependence upon
technology on a global scale—has positioned Humanity within a transitional paradigm
towards an alternative, potentially post-biological existence. 29 Simultaneously, they say,
Humanity is experiencing a cultural and ideological transition as transhumanist ideas
begin to align with our socio-economic and political praxes.

30

As we shall see throughout the course of this project, the tangibility of
transhumanist influence is most concretely exemplified by Silicon Valley giants, who
have the privatized authority and financial fortitude to bring radical transhumanist
technologies into fruition.

31

Importantly, the burgeoning Big Tech empire and its

incredible impact upon quotidian Human life point to an intricate relationship
between transhumanism and capitalism—they are intricately linked:
“Humanity is now entering the fourth economic paradigm. First we were
hunter gatherers, second farmers, third the industrial revolution. Now the
fourth paradigm, where transhuman entrepreneurs, utilizing both neurological
and machine augmented intelligence, are replacing capital as the economic
driving force in free market economies.”32

Natasha Vita-More, Humanism and Transhumanism, Rob Riemen, Kassem Eid, Leon Wieseltier
and Miroslav Volf, 2019, Youtube Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeVr7IGOh9o&t=337s
29
“We are already transhuman… With technology, we have completely built a digital version of ourselves
from the ground up.” Henry Gao, “Are We Already Transhuman?” H+, last modified April 9, 2015,
https://sites.psu.edu/hgaotranshuman/2015/04/09/are-we-already-transhuman/.
30
Vita-More, Humanism and Transhumanism.
31
I shall explore this more in Chapter I.
32
Peter Anonymous, “Capitalism Is Dead. Long Live Transhumanism.” H+ Media, last modified April
22, 2013, https://hplusmagazine.com/2013/04/22/capitalism-is-dead-long-live-transhumanism/
28
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Because the rapid acceleration of technology threatens to disrupt our
normative ontological and social structures, we must thoroughly scrutinize
transhumanism to understand its teleological direction. As whimsical as it may seem,
transhumanity is not a fever dream. It is here and only growing stronger.

Race as Integral to Humanism
In its efforts to radically unsettle and eventually transcend the normative
bounds of the Human, transhumanism manages to reopen the very question that
undergirds the existence of our present realities: What are the ontological parameters of
the Human subject? Who is included within those parameters? What moral and ethical
responses to these ontological facts shall emerge? Although often left undiscussed in
Humanist discourse, the construction of the modern Human subject—as I will argue
more explicitly throughout this thesis— is inseparable from the violent matrix of racial
logic. 33
To stabilize its ontological identity as the Rational subject, the Enlightenment
Human required the creation of an Irrational, dialectical opposite.34 While the
Human’s dialectical opposite was indeed represented by nature and animality, the
invention of the Black subject came to be the ultimate referent of Irrational Otherness
for the Enlightenment Human’s self-cognition. 35 The American slave trade’s violent
Sylvia Wynter. "Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards the Human,
After Man, Its Overrepresentation—An Argument." CR 3, no. 3 (2003) 257-337. This idea is common
with postmodernist thinkers
34
Ibid
35
This will be discussed further in Chapter I.
33
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positioning of Black subjects in close relation to beasts of burden, the abiding medieval
association of Blackness with malevolence and the unknown,36 and the contingent
association of African cultures and physiological features with proximity to
unreasoning animals helped facilitate the creation of this antagonistic myth. 37 Thus,
the role of the Black subject as the Enlightenment Human’s dialectical Other did not
pre-exist these discourses, but rather assumed a uniquely parasitic relation to them.
Although Blackness came to be the symbol of the Human’s negation, the
Negro was not abolished from “the Human” imaginary altogether. Instead, Blackness
came to occupy a fluid space of negation, in which it was subject to various
morphological manifestations of Humanhood (non/sub/supra) to constantly inform
the Enlightenment Human’s subjectivity. Thus, as Enlightenment heroes urged
Humanity to take charge of their destinies through the power of rationality, these
leaders were concurrently pushing for the ontological devaluation of Blackened subjects
to sustain the cognition of their Humanhood. As Enlightenment philosopher David
Hume famously stated,
“.. Negroes [are] naturally inferior to the Whites. There scarcely ever was a
civilized nation of that complexion, nor even any individual, eminent either in
action or speculation. No ingenious manufactures amongst them, no arts no
sciences . . . They [do] talk of one Negro as a man of parts and learning; but it
is likely he is admired for slender accomplishments, like a parrot who speaks a
few words plainly.” 38
36

Cord J. Whitaker, Black Metaphors: How Modern Racism Emerged from Medieval Race-thinking.(
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019).
37
Keith Bradley, "Animalizing the Slave: The Truth of Fiction." The Journal of Roman Studies 90
(2000): 110-25.
38
David Hume. Essays Moral, Political and Literary. (London: Oxford University Press, 1963). 213.
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The Future of The Human
From the rape of the African continent and the birth of global racial-captialism
to contemporary anti-black homocide in the wake of George Floyd’s death, the elusive
entity of the Human still remains a site of flexible and complicated contestation.
Although philosophically grounded in rational Humanism—which is implicated in
the violent logic of the colonial-racial matrix—transhumanism ultimately attempts to
destabilize the normative, ontological bounds of the Human through its commitment
to unfixity, transcendence, and the actualization of a fleshless immortality. Given its
dauntless strivings and its seemingly unstoppable accelerational force, this project seeks
to answer the following inquiries: How might transhumanism reimagine the Human
project apart from the binds of Enlightenment Man? Alternatively, as we push past the
fleshy confines of our bodies through transhumanism, how will the relationship
between Blackness and Humanity transform?
While transhumanism may provide an emancipatory catharsis from the brutal
roots of rational Humanism, it is plausible that this ‘new’ beginning may morph into
darker ends. After all, Francis Fukuyama named transhumanism “the world’s most
dangerous idea.”39 Given the dire stakes of the transhumanist project with respect to
the future of the Human, I shall rigorously investigate its complicated intricacies,

39

Max More; Natasha Vita-More The Transhumanist Reader ( Oxford: John Wiley & Sons, 2013), Part
IX, iBooks.
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paying particular attention to the future of Blackness—and all its symbolic
referents—in such a future.

Argument
Employing philosophical and cultural critique as my core methodologies, I
argue the following: despite its efforts to transcend the Human (who I come to
recognize as Sylvia Wynter’s notion of the Bioeconomic Man-as-Human subject),40
transhumanism paradoxically fortifies and accelerates the power of Man—including his
sacrificial requirements—in recodified form. I ultimately conclude that a truly
emancipatory vision of transhumanism will require a new vision of Humanism that
dismantles its allegiance to Man by centering a theory of suffering grounded in Black
Flesh—the most abject location of suffering. Upon the construction of this new
Humanism we will be able to tap into limitlessness, possibility, and the wonders of
technology in libratory ways.
Chapter I consists of three parts. Part I provides a comprehensive overview of
extropian transhumanism and some of its main thinkers (primarily Max More and
Steven Fuller). I discuss transhumanism’s philosophical ties to Nietzsche’s notion of
the Übermensch, 41 and one of transhumanism’s guiding principles: the Proactionary
40

In “Unsettling the Coloniality of Being,” Wynter argues that what is considered to be the natural
Human is a mythological subject known as Man2, or Bioeocnomic Man. Bioeconomic Man emerges
after the Renaissance during the Enlightenment, and still dominates our conceptions of The Human
today. He relies upon the sacrificial devaluation of Otherness as epitomized by the symbol of Blackness.
41
In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche’s Übermensch symbolizes a modality of existence that is to
transcend from the stagnancy of the Human condition. This will be discussed more explicitly
throughout the course of this project.
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Imperative. 42In Part II, I discuss transhumanism’s relationship to free-market
capitalism, as well as its contemporary manifestations in Silicon Valley. Part III returns
to the original definition of transhumanism, as defined by eugenicist Sir Julian Huxley:
“man remaining man, but transcending himself, by realizing new possibilities of and
for his human nature.”43 Using Sylvia Wynter’s notion of the Bioeconomic
Man-as-Human, I problematize Huxley’s notion of Man (who is epitomized by
Christopher Columbus). By unraveling the complexities of the Man-as-Human
subject—particularly its destructive reliance upon racial orderings—I question if the
teleological pursuits of the transhumanist project are truly emancipatory for Blackness.

Chapter II tests the plausibility of transhumanist liberation from Humanism’s
traditionally violent racial logic by asking the following inquiry: could a fleshless
transhumanity unlink Blackness from the symbolism of Human negation? To answer
this question, I first examine discussions of race in the transhumanist corpus. I then
turn to Black Mirror’s “Black Museum”— whose aesthetic signifiers align with the
transhumanist imaginary. I conclude that even a fleshless transhumanity still has
libidinal ties to Man: who requires a power structure of suffering and humiliation of
difference to stabilize his ontological identity. Even without the presence of physical

42

The Proactionary Imperative: A Foundation for Transhumanism is a text written by Steve Fuller and
Veronica Lipinska based on Max More’s idea of the ‘proactionary principle’. The proactionary principle
stresses the imperative need to experiment with technology for the sake of humanity, even if such
experiments produce undesirable outcomes.
43
Julian Huxley. “Transhumanism” in New Bottles for New Wine, Essays. (London: Chatto & Windus,
1957). 76.
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flesh, the symbol of Blackness takes an alternative form, functioning as the site upon
which Man’s carnalities are projected.
Chapter III returns to the question of the Human: if transhumanism fails to
transcend the undesirable structures that are deeply embedded within rational
Humanism, where do we go from here? I first address certain
anti-humanist/afropessimist thinkers, such as Frank Wilderson and Calvin Warren. I
ultimately reject this line of thought in favor of a total reconstruction of the Human
project apart from the binds of Man. I argue that a new Humanism should hold onto
the transhumanist values of unfixity, endless possibility, and limitlessness, but actively
place meaning back into Human suffering. We must return to —rather than escape
from— the “Flesh,”what Mayra Rivera calls the socio-material matrix of relationality
and being. 44 Building on Rivera, I argue that an emancipatory Humanism should
center Black Flesh as its grounding vantage point. Since Man’s corrosive power
structure is predicated upon the invention of Black Flesh, grounding a theory of
suffering in Man’s dialectical opposite allows us to confront the catastrophic effects of
racial technologies. I ultimately argue that leaning into the catastrophe of the Flesh,
rather than seeking sanitized routes of escapism from the flesh (matter), pries open
imaginative possibilities for emancipatory futurities. Through this new inscription of

44

See Chapter III. “To Rivera, Flesh thus refers to the intricate “processes of materialization—not just in
matter.” It is a lexical site of ever-changing, transformative forms of knowledge: it is poetry.” Rivera,
Mayra. Poetics of the Flesh. North Carolina: Duke University Press, 2015.
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the Human, we may dream up technological projects that do not require the sacrificial
devaluation of Otherized entities as epitomized by Blackness. Let us begin.
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CHAPTER I: Conquering Death
“No more gods, no more faith, no more timid holding back. Let us blast out of our old forms, our
ignorance, our weakness, and our mortality.” 45
“Lucifer is the embodiment of reason, of intelligence, of critical thought...he stands for the exploration
of new ideas and new perspectives in the pursuit of truth...Praise Lucifer! Join me, join Lucifer, and join
Extropy in fighting God and his entropic forces with our minds, our wills, and our courage. God’s army
is strong, but they are backed by ignorance, fear, and cowardice! Reality is on our side. Forward into the
light!”46

— MAX MORE

Extropian Transhumanism
Dr. Max O’Connor does not believe in Jesus, but he does believe in
resurrection. Known for his vehement aversion to biological death, O’Connor’s most
strident desire is to somehow conquer mortality: “We have transmuted the elements
and learned to fly, immortality is next!” he proclaims. 47 Unlike conventional health and
wellness fanatics, O’Connor’s quest for immortality goes beyond vigorous exercise and
religious vitamin intake. Subscribing to more extreme means, O’Connor is fascinated
by the prospect of cyborgian biohacking,48 mind uploading,49 and cryonics.50 In fact, he
is the CEO of the Alcor Life Extension Foundation—the world’s leader in cryonic
preservation— which boasts thousands of global members. Refusing to accept the
inevitability of finitude, O’Connor renders the power of rational science as a messianic
45

Max More, "Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist Philosophy." Extropy vol. 6, 1990,
https://web.archive.org/web/19991115112725/http://maxmore.com/transhum.htm 11.
46
David Livingstone, “Transhumanism: The History of a Dangerous Idea” (US: Sabillillah Publications,
2015), 317.
47
Max More "On Becoming Posthuman." Free Inquiry, Fall 1994,
https://web.archive.org/web/19991115114916/http://maxmore.com/becoming.htm
48
Whereby an advanced machine is implanted into the body
49
Whereby the human mind is transferred to a substrate different from a biological brain
50
Whereby a human corpse is frozen to prepare for potential resurrection
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savior. Through technology, O’Connor postulates, Humans can transcend a life once
inextricably linked to death and “achieve beyond what is deemed possible.”
Fittingly, O’Connor legally changed his last name in 1990 to More:
“reflect[ing] the extropian desire for more life, more intelligence, [and] more freedom.”
51

Following this accelerationist ethos, More established the Extropy Institute, the

world’s first transhumanist organization. At the Institute, More composed one of the
most well-known transhumanist manifestos, “Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist
Philosophy.” The essay describes the theoretical intricacies of the movement, paying
particular attention to the difference between the concepts of entropy52 and
“extropy”—the former a metaphorical commitment to the stagnated past, and the
latter a metaphorical commitment to an accelerated future. 53 While entropy is defined
by More as “the loss of order, information, and usable energy,” his own term, extropy,
serves as its antonym: an ever “evolving framework of values and standards for
continuously improving the human condition."54 Put simply, entropy is corrosive
devolution and extropy is transcendental evolution. More ultimately demonstrates how
antiquated modalities— particularly religion and other purportedly irrational
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traditions—act as fundamentally entropic forces against our ideal advancement into
transhuman posthumanity. 55
Unsurprisingly, More is a vehement atheist; he believes that the hegemonic
persistence of religion is an “increasingly ridiculous” societal crutch.56 He
problematizes religion as the epitomized symbol of irrationality. To him, it serves as a
primitive, pre-scientific understanding of technology and an unnecessary emotional
guide for providing Humans arbitrary life purpose. 57 Fearful of returning to preEnlightenment non-secularism, More positions religion as a metaphysical “band-aid”
that merely encourages Humans to look beyond themselves and imbue their lives with
arbitrary meaning.58 Although More resonates with the libidinal urge towards
transcendence, he considers religion to be parasitical to Man’s anthropocentric59 power
by transforming Human beings into unquestioning sheep.60 Ultimately religion, to
Max More, is the epitome of entropy—it is the “retardation of progress.” 61 Entropy is
stagnation, a state of being that “never grows, never explores” and is void of expansive
meaning.62 Stagnation, to More, is his greatest fear: death.
To resurrect society from entropic death, More introduces us to
transhumanism. Through transhumanism, we can surpass the bounds of the
55
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Enlightenment-humanist project and conquer entropy by dominating biological death,
the ultimate “obliteration of the individual.”63 According to More, the transhumanist
refusal to “rot into nothingness” requires a relentless extropic force, one that will
catalyze an eternal cycle of Human progress without reliance upon external deities: “we
can look up while on our knees, but we cannot walk forward!”64 With a voracious
hunger to defy the primitive limitations of the past, More urges transhumanists to take
center stage in actualizing their own expansion into higher forms.65 Rendering
extropian transhumanists as the vanguards of evolution, the philosopher places God
directly back into Human flesh. 66
To fortify the extropian-transhumanist philosophy, More sets forth value based
commandments in his “Extropian Principles:” Boundless Expansion, Self
Transformation, Dynamic Optimism, and Intelligent Technology.67 Extropian
Transhumanists subscribe to the idea of Boundless Expansion by transforming any
unknown into a known: under transhumanism “no mysteries are sacrosanct.”68
Drawing from its Western foundations, transhumanism considers nature—including
the biological self— as something to conquer; obstacles must be “master[ed] beyond
any foreseen limits” whether they be corporeal, psychological or social. 69 The principle
63
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of Self-Transformation mandates extropian transhumanists to take complete charge of
their lives, reject structures of control and accept all risky forms of experimentation to
actualize a transhuman posthumanity.70 Dynamic Optimism serves as the catalytic
underpinning of extropian transhumanism. Unthreatened by difficulties or negative
constraints towards progress, extropian transhumanists continue to move forward
unabashedly: “Where others say enough is enough, we say MORE!”71 Lastly, extropian
transhumanism maintains an unbreakable commitment to Intelligent Technology, for
techno-science and critical rationalism are the very powers responsible for bringing the
deepest extropian desire into fruition: immortality.72

The Paradox of Nietzsche's Übermensch
As the seminal thinker of contemporary transhumanism, More’s philosophies
provide us with valuable and formidable frameworks to dissect the intricacies of
transhumanist ideologies. To more clearly comprehend these intricacies, however, it is
imperative to scrutinize the theoretical influences embedded within his work. More’s
extropian transhumanism is “directly influenced by Niezstche” despite the
philosopher’s affiliations with anti-Enlightenment sentiments and his foundational
contributions to postmodernist discourse.73 Interestingly enough, More cites Thus
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Spoke Zarathustra (TSZ)—a text that Nietzsche himself refers to as “the greatest gift
[mankind] has ever been given”—as a foundational groundwork for contemporary
transhumanist thought. 74
Nietzsche’s TSZ is a manifesto of self-overcoming, and a framework for
Humanity to collectively achieve a transcendental end.75 Like More, Nietszche
recognizes that the Human concept of meaning endured a radical transformation in
the late 19th C. Where the primitive man once looked for divine truth within the
cosmos, the enlightened man began to rationalize mysticism through the lens of a
profane worldview. The seemingly naked world, demystified by modern man, stood
stripped of its sacred spiritual valence. Newly amputated from this original sense of
holy meaning, Niezstche postulated that modern man would endure an existential
crisis, leading him to experience an overwhelming sensation of nihilism:76 “God is
dead!77” The death of theistic understandings, as Nietzsche further elaborates in TSZ,
has the potential to concretize the spirit of homogeneous complacency amongst men—
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rendering them dangerously comfortable with pleasure and security. In other words, a
bare world devoid of meaning—coupled with the ease of life provided by technological
advancement—could plausibly create a society of docile subjects with no desire for
transcendence. Niezstche epitomizes these disillusioned and ambivalent subjects
through the metaphor of Last Men, “tame and civilized animal[s]” who have no
intrinsic taste for danger, bloodshed, or risk:
“[Last Men] will still prefer a handful of “certainty” to an entire wagonload of
pretty possibilities…[they] are puritanical fanatics of conscience who would
rather lie dying on an assured nothing than an uncertain something. But this is
nihilism, and symptomatic of a desperate soul in a state of deadly exhaustion,
however brave such virtuous posturing may appear.78”
Perhaps Niesztche’s Last Man serves as a metaphoric parallel to the entropic
subject, one who—in More’s words— ultimately rejects the “surging forward into a
bright future.”79 Last Men are not dynamically optimistic, but rather pessimistic
brutes who are seduced by nihilism’s existential, defeatist ethos. In this vein, Last Men
are those who, as More says, live “a static life, one which is closed up within itself and
never seeks new values, never grows, [and] never explores.” 80 These subjects ultimately
use the material world as a coddling mechanism to provide comfort and complacency
rather than a catalyst for the god-like Human exceptionalism (such as the conquering
of death) that More’s transhumanism so desperately seeks to achieve.
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Although More believes the Übermensch to be the supreme embodiment of
immortality, Nietzsche himself considers Last Men to be immortal subjects
themselves— they are “as ineradicable as the flea-beetle; the last man lives longest.”81
Interestingly enough, the immortality that Nietzsche describes is neither sanctified nor
glorified in the way that More does in his transhumanist manifestos. Instead,
Nietzsche’s vision of immortality is blighted: the curse of the Last Men lies in their
abhorrent attitudes towards suffering as a painful inconvenience that “should simply
be eradicated” due to its unstoppable discomfort and woeful meaninglessness. 82 The
dangerous urge to completely eliminate the experience of suffering, Nietzsche says, has
the propensity to devolve the Human subject into a pleasure-seeking sloth. Locked in
his compulsive hedonism, revulsion to finitude, and abhorrence to any sort of struggle
(including death), man becomes eternally stagnant—this is why the entropic subject
for Nietzsche is an immortal one.
Evidently, More and Nietzsche diverge in their views on immortality due to
their respective opinions on suffering. More believes suffering, (which is caused by
death) must be overcome by all means necessary: this is the highest form of human
exceptionalism for extropian transhumanists. For Nietzsche, however, the complete
overthrow of suffering fixes Humans into Last Men—entropic immortals. In stark
contrast to More, Nietzsche considers the threat and presence of suffering as crucial
81
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values that sustain Human vitality— it is imperative to have “a bit of poison once in a
while; that makes for pleasant dreams. And much poison at the end, for a pleasant
death.” 83
Despite Nietzsche’s aversion towards these complacent subjects, he argues that
the curse of Last Men’s stagnation is not completely doomed. Last Men still have a
sliver of bloodthirstiness for danger remaining within them: “One must have chaos in
oneself to be able to give birth to a dancing star. I say unto you: you still have chaos in
yourselves.” 84 In fact, the world’s demystification and nihilistic loss of meaning,
Nietzsche implies, provides a necessary foundation for the rise of the Last Man’s
ultimate antithesis: the Übermensch, (the Overman) who would lure many —not all
—“away from the [entropic] herd” in the pursuit of life meaning, advancement, and
progress:85
“I teach you the overman. Man is something that shall be overcome. What have
you done to overcome him? All beings so far have created something beyond
themselves; and do you want to be the ebb of this great flood and even go back
to the beasts rather than overcome man? What is the ape to man? A
laughingstock or a painful embarrassment. And man shall be just that for the
overman: a laughingstock or a painful embarrassment...Behold, I teach you the
overman. The overman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will say: the
overman shall be the meaning of the earth!” 86
Through the Übermensch, Nietzsche puts forth an “ethics of self-deification,” whereby
man’s supreme perfection lies within trying to become God himself—he must take
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responsibility for his own life.87 Naturally, More unequivocally agrees with these ethics,
for he believes that seizing power from theistic externalities is the highest manifestation
of rationality—it is by this logos by which transhumanists attempt to literally become
the invincible Übermensch class.88
Yet, there is a core divergence between the two philosophers. Unlike
More—who is fundamentally guided by the principle of Boundless
Expansion—Nietzsche believes that most Human-beings have profound limits,
rendering the Übermensch fantasy an impossible feat to achieve. 89 The first limitation
Nietzsche outlines is psychological—there are certain Human types who seem to be
unsuited for any sort of transcendence, for they are effectively locked in subordination.
The second limitation is moral: morality90 creates in men the “hidden desire to revenge
themselves upon life” by infecting them with cultural and societal pressure.91 Thus the
select few, who are separate from the hegemonic herd of Last Men, are tasked by
Nietzsche to instead become “rope, tied between beast and overman” towards a higher,
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more transcendent Humanity.92 Ultimately, Nietzsche's Übermensch is not a plausible
end, but rather a metaphorical, ever-evolving ideal that underpins the extropic energy
of Human-driven excellence.
Galvanized by an extreme commitment to self-transformation, More implicitly
takes Nieztsche’s Übermensch quite literally. Through the power of critical rationalism
and intelligent technology, the selected individuals in More’s imaginary would become
Übermensch themselves, rather than mere bridges to that ideal. The Übermensch, in
More’s mind, is thus an achievable end that would be able to overcome the epitome of
the impossible—mortality.93 It is evident that the motivating force behind the
transhumanist movement is to overcome death and all of its symbolic affiliations; to
More, death is an ontological failure in that it fundamentally “undercuts meaning.” 94
Dying prematurely and involuntarily restricts the ways one can connect life to
alternative values: when life ends, More postulates, self-development ends. 95 Perhaps
More believes that by conquering death he is achieving Nietzsche's greatest dream: the
reignition of the heroic individual within a deteriorating and entropic Western world.
Ultimately, More’s reduction of Nietzsche’s claims to literal planes fails to
recognize the complex intricacy and literary intricacies of Nieztchean thought: is not
death dialectically related to the valorization of life? If the plausibility of a negative
outcome makes possible the conditions for true victory, why does extropian
92
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transhumanism—which is solely committed to victory—try to permanently sanitize
“the common culture of negativity?” 96 Arguably, the extropian obsession with life
(fortified by its aversion to death) is paradoxically life-negating. 97 Their principled
opposition to mortality arguably renders extropians the very “weak selves” that they so
adamantly critique.98 Rather than relying on a cosmic after-life to quell their fears of
existential dread, transhumanists turn to techno-immortality as the existential band-aid
to their truest fear: suffering. Ironically, the libidinal urge for transhumanists to totally
transcend finitude would plausibly revert the world towards a collective unsanctified
meaning. Even God himself, according to Nietzche, can die.
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The Proactionary Principle
In the previous section, I analyzed the complex concept of suffering within
transhumanist philosophy. Although More and contemporary transhumanists desire
to completely eradicate all forms of suffering through technological transcendence, it is
plausible to assume that some form of suffering is required to at least achieve this lofty
ideal. Knowing this, Max More100 created the “Proactionary Principle”—galvanizing
extropians with an urgency to take action. 101 More’s Proactionary Principle subscribes
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to the idea that risk—even harmful risk—should be taken in the name of future
advancement: “progress should not bow to fear, but should proceed with eyes wide
open.” 102 To position the Proactionary Principle in a formidable light, More first
problematizes the fundamental failure of the “Precautionary Principle,” a hegemonic
ideology that prioritizes harm reduction and safety instead of risk to guarantee survival:
“When an activity raises threats of serious or irreversible harm to human health
or the environment, precautionary measures that prevent the possibility of
harm shall be taken even if the causal link between the activity and the possible
harm has not been proven or the causal link is weak and the harm is unlikely to
occur.”103
Ostensibly supported by bioconservatives, religionists, “yuck factor”104
aficionados and most Human beings, the Precautionary Principle is seen by
transhumanists as a dangerous cultural cancer given its implicit and explicit aversion to
innovation. By de-celerating the speed of potential technological advancement to
preserve the status quo, extropians argue that the Precautionary Principle “proposes
[the greatest] hazard to our standard of living.” 105 To underscore the paradoxical
nature of the Precautionary ideology, More points to the ubiquitous and omnipresent
nature of risk—one could die at any moment for any given reason whether it be natural
or technological. While Precautionaries imbue natural risks with a sense of
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untouchable inevitability, Proactionaries tend to demonize natural risks that their
counterparts apply to technological progress: we must “avoid underweighting natural
risks and overweighting human-technological risks. Inaction can bring harm as well as
action.”106
To be freed from the limitations of the Precautionary Principle, More urges us
to halt these ethics codes in order to reach the Proactionary land of milk-and-honey: a
transhumanist paradise. 107 Evidently, transhumanists believe that Precautionaries
subscribe to an entropic treatment of change, whereas Proactionaries treat change as a
catalyst towards realizing extropic ideals: “In a time where so many wallow in a culture
of fear, the [Proactionary] Principle champions the vigorous use of our uniquely
human capabilities to improve ourselves and the world – to progress rather than
regress, to advance extropy rather than to bow to entropy.” 108
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Necessary Bloodshed: Who Lives? Who Dies? Who Cares?
In The Proactionary Imperative: A Foundation for Transhumanism, Professor
Steve Fuller and Veronica Lipinska take Max More’s Proactionary manifesto a step
further. Using the history of Western theology to rationalize their statement (even
“Jesus returned from the dead with an improved body”109), Fuller & Lipinska’s work
most concretely argues that embracing extropic risk is integral to achieving the Human
2.0 subject—one who fundamentally “explodes... the boundaries that have held back
Humanity 1.0.” 110 Foundationally, Both Fuller and Lipinska evoke a Sartrean
understanding of anthropocentric Humanism in that “man's destiny lies within
himself.”111 They also believe that Humans are all-powerful due to their choices; it is
human choice that provides life with significant meaning.112
For these authors, the dauntless choice to commit to a Proactionary ideology
requires some sort of sacrifice. Welcoming the advent of potentially hazardous
opportunities to transcend past the barricades of stagnation, these authors subscribe to
Nietzsche’s Zarathustrian proverb: “What doesn’t kill me makes me stronger.”113 Put
simply, the determination to transform themselves into Human 2.0 is fortified by the
iterative processes of trial and error: “Homo scientificus is strengthened with every false
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scientific theory we embrace, reject and move forward from.114” In this vision,
someone must be discarded as error:
“So let’s say somebody undergoes a transhumanist-style treatment. They die in
the process. But if they die...those of us who remain living probably learn a lot
from that.115”
Evidently, Proactionaries commit themselves to a type of necropolitical social
contract116—they collectively agree that a select few will have to be sacrificed as
“experiments...regardless of outcomes” to realize a Humanity 2.0.117 Although this is a
shocking claim, Fuller and Lipinska’s explicit logic of sacrifice is already implicit within
all social and scientific experiments. Trial and error is integral to any sort of innovation,
whether it be the actualization of democracy or the discovery of inoculation to prevent
disease. The difference between our current arrangement and the logic of Fuller and
Lipinska is that the authors foreground the concept of loss. By reifying the necessity of
Human sacrifice, however, Fuller and Lipinska subject the inevitability of loss to order
and rationality. 118
While Human sacrifice is expected in the pursuit of innovation, the explicit
idea that certain peoples must perish to realize a techno-sapien immortality is soaked in
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eugenic undertones. Shockingly, Fuller and Lipinska do not shy away from their
unabashed commitments to eugenic philosophy. In fact, for them, “the practice of
eugenics is not itself a moral problem,” given that the concept of transhumanism “owes
its very existence” to it.119 Unconvincingly, Fuller and Lipinska try to distance
themselves from the unspeakable atrocities committed in the name of
eugenics—particularly during the Holocaust. Nazis were correct in their “scientifically
based” social policies and, Fuller and Lipinska assure us, their genocidal fallacies were
merely suboptimal “errors” that served as “investments” towards a better future.120 For
these authors, the eugenic vision ultimately functions as a formidable blueprint for a
progressive transhumanity:121
Nazi eugenics “was neither based on ‘bad science,’ in the sense of failing to rely
on the best knowledge available...Rather, very much like a Greek tragedy, it
involved the gradual loss of proportion in a policy that might have worked in a
more circumscribed application.” 122
Compared to the Nazi Eugenic project (which relied upon forced Human
extermination), the “progressive” transhumanist future that Fuller and Lipinska
imagine is contingent upon individual choice. In a libertarian sense, Proactionary
volunteers would ideally commit an “entrepreneurship of the self” as an investment
towards the greater transhuman good: in this vein, their sacrificed bodies would
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literally transform into capital,“bio-economic asset[s].”123 Fuller and Lipinska
rationalize these transhumanist-eugenic practices using free-market logic:
“The value of [sacrifice] cannot be properly conceptualized – let alone
evaluated as being ‘over’ or ‘under’ estimated – unless it has been assigned an
exchange value (or price) within a particular moral economy, fluctuations
within which may be reasonably seen as market-like.”124
The metaphorical profits or losses of this transactional process will only be
realized after Human-capital has been invested. However, just as capitalists must
continuously shift economic strategies in volatile markets, Proactionaries must
continuously and insatiably “colon[ize] new spheres of [experimental] uncertainty” to
receive a substantial return.125 To facilitate a conducive political environment towards
this goal, Fuller and Lipinska call for the national reign of Proactionary technocrats.
For them, an ideal proactionary state would “operate like a venture capitalist writ
large.”

126

Under the rule of CEO-run society, certain citizens would be encouraged to

take “calculated life risks” in a culture where the sacrifice of one’s Humanity is
normalized and even compensated. Ultimately, for these authors, bloodshed—at least
for a select few— is merely a price to pay to reach an abundant techno-sapien future
that is devoid of suffering.
Undoubtedly, Fuller and Lipinska’s vision of Humanity 2.0 brings forth
concerns regarding potential manifestations of inequality. Yet, this does not seem to
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bother them. Ironically, it is easier for these authors to condone the most extreme
experimentations to Human biology ever forged in history (i.e Human soul migration
from carbon to silicon platforms) than it is to accept the necessity of wealth distribution
to ensure that poor and disenfranchised citizens may [1] make uncoerced, Proactionary
choices, and [2] be able to own the returns of their sacrificial investments.127
“The ultimate goal in this bio-capital utopia is maximum productivity –
making the most out of one’s inheritance...irrational (aka traditional)
socio-economic barriers are likely to prevent some individuals – especially of
poor backgrounds – from achieving this goal. And while wealth redistribution
and egalitarian legislation might well address much of this problem in the short
term, a more comprehensive long-term solution requires improving the capital
stock of humanity itself. So goes the logic that leads to eugenics.”128
While Fuller and Lipinska openly advocate for the dynamic transcendence of Human
limitation—including the conquering of death—what they consider to be
‘inconceivable’ (i.e wealth distribution) is arguably more attainable than their lofty
transhumanist pursuits. Their imagination, while expansive regarding Human
biological transcendence, is quite limited with respect to inequitable material
conditions.
Ultimately, the authors postulate that the new Humanity 2.0 (reified through
some sort of Human sacrifice) will not merely be a society of “pill-poppers and body
sculptors,” but one that will successfully tap into our deepest “species-level
ambitions”— eternal life. 129 The abolition of mortality will fundamentally change the
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meaning of life to no longer be contingent upon the being-unto-death, allowing for
new existential significance to be discovered and created. While this vision will allow a
select few of men to become Gods on earth, the failure to collectively realize this
species-level ambition, say Fuller and Lipinska, shall catapult some towards a
sub-optimal future. But for whom would this sub-optimal future be? Would Human
1.0s be left behind to expire? Affirming the previous inquiry, Proactionary
transhumanists do not explicitly endorse a “levelled ontological playing field.” 130To
them, there is seemingly no value in a communal sense of equality but rather rugged
individualism in a transhuman posthumanity: “Put in Existentialist terms,” Fuller
proclaims, “one will be either infused with Nietzsche’s will to power or beset by
Kierkegaard’s Angst,” depending on their personal choice.131
Fuller and Lipinska argue that the Proactionary revolution is bound to
come—it is imminent. Those who choose to be Proactionaries will be unshackled by
the constraints of the historical past, and surged into a new and expansive future. Those
who do not will be left to suffer the consequences. Though Fuller and Lipinska stress
the libertarian notion of choice within their forward-looking vision, this postulation
has a significantly problematic valence. Despite subscribing to the political category of
libertarianism132 the authors seem to implicitly take the oligarchical view that the
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masses may not be capable of making rational decisions. Thus their social theory seems
to be at odds with the political category that they subscribe to. 133
Ultimately, to prevent this ‘progressive’ transhumanist imaginary from
devolving into a perverted eugenic situation that is evocative the Nazi project, Fuller
and Lipinska urge Proactionaries to try and promote “tolerance in a society whose
members are no longer compelled by a sense of common ancestry and are inclined to
veer into increasingly divergent futures.” 134 But the upholding of tolerance, as
demonstrated by history, is an intrinsically fragile ideal for Human-beings.

PART II
“Transhumanism has the potential to exacerbate the worst tendencies of capitalism.”
“We seem to be the ultimate cosmic gamblers, perhaps with the deepest pockets, who do not know when
to quit. Instead, we somehow manage to ride out every boom and bust in our fortunes."
— STEVE FULLER

Capitalism and Transhumanism
In the previous section, I outlined Fuller and Lipinska’s core position— that the risky
choice to treat the body as an investable, “bio-economic asset” for the actualization of
transhumanity should be financially compensated by the powers that be.135 However,
the inevitable question remains: who, under a Proactionary Welfare State, will be the
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powers that be? Fuller answers this inquiry in his ideal parameters of a Proactionary
“perfect storm:”
1. A weakening of state power over the welfare of individuals
nominally under its control
2. An increasing willingness of corporate power to pick up the
slack of the State’s retreat
3. The lessening of corporate accountability... as the State
outsources its own functions.” 136
Empowered by a libertarian impulse to achieve uninhibited freedom,
transhumanists desire to weaken State power in exchange for corporate sovereignty.
The ultimate extropian aspiration is for corporations to “control...the scientific
understanding of humanity—including our genetic make-up—in the form of privately
owned intellectual property.”137 In other words, extropian transhumanists call for the
death of democracy in exchange for rule by “corporate mini-states.” 138 Naturally, the
allure of corporate power has seduced Silicon Valley elites to advocate for this vision
and actively invest in transhumanist fantasies.
Characterized by its boundary-pushing technologies, meager State
intervention, and billionaires with enough capital to constantly fuel their insatiable
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dreams, Silicon Valley has become “the galactic center of transhumanism.”139 In fact,
the Valley is home to the world’s most formidable transhumanist organizations
including Max More’s World Transhumanist Association (WTA), the Singularity
Institute for Artificial Intelligence, the Foresight Nanotech Institute, The Methuselah
Foundation, the Immortality Institute, the Lifeboat Foundation and more.
Although Mark Zuckerberg may be the outward face of the Valley, the young
disruptor (alongside many of his venerable peers) is mentored by a more insidious, yet
seemingly omnipresent tech elite: Peter Thiel. The eccentric, two-time Stanford
graduate is a billionaire venture capitalist, an executive figure at PayPal, a prominent
financial backer to President Trump, a public intellectual, and one of the Valley’s most
adamant transhumanists. As an extreme libertarian, Thiel is known for his
oppositional attitude towards politics and State intervention. For Thiel, politics is
inherently offensive. In his controversial 2009 essay, “The Education of a Libertarian,”
Thiel calls for the radical death of democracy: “I no longer believe that freedom and
democracy are compatible.”140 Shaming democracy for leaving no “truly free places left
in [the] world,” Thiel fantasizes about a nation run by hyper-capitalist tech-bros, the
Silicon Valley Kings: “the fate of our world may depend on the effort of [those who]
build or propagate the machinery of freedom that makes the world safe for
139
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capitalism.”141 For Thiel, the nation should thus function as a Proactionary
corporation, or a successful startup such as Google, Facebook, or Amazon:
“A [successful] startup is basically structured as a monarchy...anything that’s
not democracy makes people uncomfortable. We are biased toward the
democratic-republican side of the spectrum...But the truth is that startups and
founders lean toward the dictatorial side because that structure works better
for startups.” 142
Through his (seemingly extropian) principles, Thiel urges society to unabashedly
challenge the deeply entrenched doctrines that structure our view of the past and chart
a new course for the future. Thiel vehemently fears the erosion of capitalism, for it
serves as the only functional route towards a more competent, anti-political, and
transcendental transhumanity: it cannot perish.

Transhumanist Desires in Silicon Valley
Perhaps the death of capitalism is a metaphor for Thiel’s truest fear, which is
transhumanist in nature: his own biological death: “I stand against… the ideology of
the inevitability of the death of every individual.”143 After being profoundly disturbed
by the concept of death as a child (upon realizing his family’s cow-hide was the product
of a deceased calf), Thiel dedicated his life to the transhumanist cause of conquering
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mortality.144 Thiel mirrors More and Fuller’s stance in that overcoming death pries
open new possibilities of meaning:
“Every myth on this planet tells people that the purpose of life is
death…[myths] rationalize death [they] help them deal with it. Every temple is
a tomb and every tomb a temple. If you have a set of technologies that radically
changes the meaning of death, then that has repercussions for religion. These
questions touch on our very humanity.145”
Unlike everyday transhumanists, however, Thiel’s exorbitant, multi-billion-dollar
wealth has allowed him to take extreme measures against the mortal condition: “our
society is dominated by people who are into denial or acceptance, and I prefer to fight
it.”146 Unsurprisingly, Thiel’s battle against mortality has proved immensely profitable:
“Whenever you meet a fundamental human need, there is a market. And in this case,
the market for age-related disease [death] is a trillion dollar market.” 147 I shall briefly
outline some of these capitalistic endeavors to underscore the real-life tangibility of the
contemporary transhumanist movement.

The Race Against Aging
In 2006, Thiel became one of the first investors in AgeX Therapeutics—a
public company now worth $70 million—which strives to commercialize anti-death
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technologies, cell immortality, and regenerative biology. 148 In 2011, Thiel—alongside
fellow billionaire-transhumanist Jeff Bezos— funneled hundreds of millions into
Unity Biotechnology: an anti-mortality start-up that is now valued at $350 million.149
Following the tech god’s trailblazing legacy, a couple of Thiel’s former mentees started
the Longevity Fund, a $500 million venture capital firm that invests in Silicon Valley
start-ups dedicated to immortality projects.150 Other tech elites such as Google
founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page have pumped a whopping $1.5 billion into Calico
(The California Life Company) an underground health venture which strives to
completely solve death, the “most fundamental unsolved problem in biology.”151
Ultimately unlimited by their seemingly endless-stash of cash, the most powerful
technology corporations in the world strive to create a profitable new populus—one
who will conquer the perils of aging and live indefinitely.

Biohacking The Body
Magnetized by the fountain of eternal youth, Thiel has looked into having
“younger people’s blood transfused into his own veins” —a popular practice in the
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Valley known as parabiosis.152 Thiel allegedly pays a company by the name of
Ambrosia $40,000 per quarter to perform these vampiric injections.153As a company
interested in eternal youth, Ambrosia sources its blood from anonymous teenagers and
youth under the age of 25. 154 Like Thiel, other billionaire tech-elites have followed suit
with other transhumanist procedures: they think of the Human body as a
malfunctioning piece of hardware that can ultimately be ‘hacked’ to perfection.

AI & The Singularity
AI consists of a substantial portion of Thiel’s investment portfolio. In fact, Mr.
Thiel is the second largest contributor to the Machine Intelligence Research Institute
(MIRI), formerly known as the Singularity Institute for Artificial Intelligence. MIRI is
dedicated to studying potential existential risks from artificial general intelligence.155 To
combat the ever-growing fear of the Singularity (a symbol of existential death), many
Silicon Valley transhumanists have developed a libidinal urge to literally become
cyborgs. They believe that by creating high-bandwidth brain-machine interfaces,
Humans may be able to fight back against their seemingly inevitable death by AI
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machines—who, according to Elon Musk, pose a “fundamental risk to human
civilization.”156 At no surprise, Musk’s company, Neuralink, strives to symbiotically
merge computers with Human brains. In the foreseeable future, Neuralink will be able
to upload human consciousness to Internet-based clouds, where one would be to
archive memories and “potentially download them into a new body or a robot body,”
that will constantly be updated.157

Colonizing Space
For Thiel, outer space must be privatized to preserve the capitalistic conditions
necessary for a successful transhumanity: “we must redouble the efforts to
commercialize space.”158 Thiel has invested in the space ventures of Elon Musk and Jeff
Bezos— SpaceX and Blue Origin respectively—which strive to build space colonies in
orbit. 159Musk deems it essential to colonize space to avoid our imminent extinction
from world poverty and starvation. Bezos follows a similar extropian logic, warning
that the failure to invest in space colonization would curse Humanity to face a
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complete “stasis and rationing.”160 Rather than staying on earth, we must tap into the
abundance of resources on extraterrestrial territories. Many question the accessibility of
space migration given the magnitude of its expenses. Those who cannot afford to leave
earth, says Musk, would be able to work as Martian indentured servants, for “there will
be a lot of jobs on Mars.” 161Bezos’ galactic vision also envisions an underclass
workforce. He plans to sustain Humanity’s “growth and dynamism” by moving
millions of industrial laborers to outer space.162 With the help of Thiel’s investments,
Musk and Bezos hope to achieve a future where transhumans can live forever in
space—unbothered by political unrest, social turmoil and the perils of finitude.

Cryonics: Apocalyptic Insurance
Even if these aforementioned transhumanist ventures (ranging from
biohacking to space colonization) prove unfruitful—and Thiel and his fellow Silicon
Valley elite succumb to biological death— these techno-capitalists are well prepared to
overcome mortality postmortem. By funneling $200,000 a month towards elite
cryonics services, these billionaires hope to freeze their corpses in preparation for future
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resurrection.163 Evidently, for tech-elites, transhumanist aspirations are no mere
reveries: they are real, fundable enterprises.

Transhumanism, Capitalism, and the Critique of Democracy
Ultimately, these Silicon Valley Kings believe that transhumanist ventures are
among the most universally humanitarian projects to have ever been conceived.
According to the Thiels, Musks, and Bezoses of the world, our society has
inherited—and continued to accept— a fundamentally benighted way of life:
democracy and other traditional institutions are antiquated, progress-inhibiting, and
entropic. Our allegiance to this stagnation follows the irrational logic of
pre-Enlightenment morality, for we have gullibly trusted the symbolic power of our
antiquated traditions. Blinded by our seemingly religious commitment to these
political systems and social norms, we fail to recognize their inability to tackle
existential-level threats. In their view, our prevailing governmental and economic
practices follow a dangerous Precautionary logic by which existential threats are
inconceivable and radical solutions disincentivized. Presumably, these tech-elites
believe there to be a Nietzschean objection in play—that the unthinking demos
collectively prefer mediocrity to Human excellence. Their critique asks the following
inquiry: if we constantly update our technologies, why are we fundamentally yoked to
certain archaic systems that are inherently sclerotic? Ultimately, Thiel and his fellow
163
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Proactionary-billionaires thus consider extreme societal disruption to be not only
morally progressive but a collective imperative that society must pursue to prevent
human extinction.
As we have seen, these tech-billionaires link the project of transhumanist
disruption to absolute capitalism. A new global dynasty, one governed by corporate
reign, is the only rational route towards transhuman transcendence out of our present
plight. This tight linkage of capitalism and transhumanism in the arguments of Thiel
and others renders the death of capitalism itself as an existential threat. Unable to
imagine a postcapitalist paradigm, Thiel and his peers tether their various
transhumanist endeavors—injecting themselves with the blood of the young,
uploading their consciousness to Internet-based clouds, imperializing outer space—to
the preservation of capitalist power. In line with their broader approach to venture
capitalism and tech industry politics,these Silicon Valley lords seek to move fast and
break things without tangible opposition or consequence.164 Hence, their calculated
preservation and fortification of modern capitalism is accelerating the inevitable
actualization of a Humanity 2.0 paradigm, regardless of whether one ‘chooses’ to be a
participant in Proactionary risk or not. “It’s hard to extrapolate where exactly [the
transhumanist movement] is going,” Peter Thiel says, “but I think people are
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underestimating the scope of this change in the longer term. At the end of the day, I’m
not sure there really is a choice.165”
Ultimately, in a hyper-capitalist Humanity 2.0, there will be two categories of
the Human species: the outdated mortals and the posthuman-transhumanist elite. In
this paradigm, individuals will not only have the liberty to do what they want but be
who they want. Undeniably, this raises some questions with respect to the future of
equality in this vision of transhumanity. Probably the most extreme form of
inequality,” Thiel argues, will be “between people who are alive and people who are
dead.166”

PART III
“Imagine the scene: it is an autumn day in the late fifteenth century. On a beach with rose-colored sand,
somewhere in the Caribbean, two groups of people, the hosts and their visitors, are about to meet for the
first time. The world will never again be the same.”

— MICHAEL DORRIS

Christopher Columbus: The Original Transhumanist
In the previous sections, I have traced the theory of transhumanism on a
contemporary plane. We have seen that transhumanism is not merely a cerebral
philosophy, but rather a tangible phenomenon that lies in the hands of
techno-capitalist elites. To further understand the potential magnitude of the
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contemporary transhumanist movement, however, it is imperative to examine where
the term transhumanism first appeared in academic discourse to unravel its authentic
illocutionary force. While the exact figure is debatable, most scholars agree that Sir
Julian Huxley (1887 – 1975), a famous rational Humanist and British eugenicist, is
responsible for coining the term “transhumanism.”167 In his transhumanist manifesto,
New Bottles for New Wine, Huxley first introduces “transhumanism” as follows:
“The human species can, if it wishes, transcend itself - not just sporadically, an
individual here in one way, an individual there in another way, but in its
entirety, as humanity. We need a name for this new belief. Perhaps
transhumanism will serve: man remaining man, but transcending himself, by
realizing new possibilities of and for his human nature.” 168
Like most transhumanist scholars, Huxley problematizes the current order of
Humanity as a “wretched makeshift...rooted in ignorance.”169 The current order, he
postulates, is a Hobbesian hell-hole: “nasty, brutish, and short.”170 With this in mind,
Huxley charges mankind with the curse of collective stagnancy. This complete stasis of
progress, for Huxley, must be overcome through the destruction of outdated “ideas
and institutions” that inhibit the actualization of infinite possibilities.”171 To actualize
our “possible future,” Huxley posits, it is imperative for Humans to first recognize
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their innate power granted to them upon conception: we begin as “specks of
potentiality” with the power to transform into greatness.172 The transformative
induction into greatness, for Huxley, is the divine birthright of man. In fact, it is his
prophetic “responsibility and destiny” to transcend the bounds of his potential
through rigorous rationality— “the illumination of knowledge and
comprehension.”173 To fortify this notion of fated responsibility, Huxley compares the
duty of Human transcendence to that of a powerful corporate CEO:
“It is as if man had been suddenly appointed managing director of the biggest
business of all, the business of evolution...What is more, he can’t refuse the job.
Whether he wants to or not, whether he is conscious of what he is doing or
not, he is in point of fact determining the future direction of evolution on this
earth. That is his inescapable destiny, and the sooner he realizes it and starts
believing in it, the better for all concerned.”174
For Huxley, man is not a mere laborer in evolution, “the biggest business of
all.” Rather, man occupies the highest position of the enterprise—it is his duty to be
the managing director. As the executive boss, man exerts operative control over the
course of evolution in order to reap the heftiest, most abundant return: unlimited
power. The requirements of the job—to manipulate and “control...physical nature
based on science” for the sake of man’s transcendence—is not a voluntary role, but
rather a compulsory inheritance. Thus nature is but a mere laborer who must comply
with the executive orders of Human will. Once man consciously occupies this “cosmic
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office,” the benefits of his actions will positively impact the collective.175 In other
words, the divine appointing of man to this role—according to Huxley— is a universal
good.
To further underscore this notion of man’s fated greatness, Huxley appoints
Christopher Columbus, the idolized European navigator and ‘progenitor’ of the
American empire, as a preliminary transhumanist:
“The first thing that the human species has to do to prepare itself [for a
transhumanist prophecy]...is to explore human nature, to find out what are the
possibilities open to it...We have pretty well finished the geographical
exploration of the earth; we have pushed the scientific exploration of nature,
both lifeless and living, to a point at which its main outlines have become clear;
but the exploration of human nature and its possibilities has scarcely begun. A
vast New World of uncharted possibilities awaits its Columbus.” 176
The Columbus figure exhibits traditional transhumanist values, for he possessed a
relentless force of curiosity to explore the unknown through techno-scientific power
and the courage to take Proactionary risks: “Christopher Columbus, regularly
excoriated by the late twentieth century anti-growth and entropist intellectual
establishment, actually represents the prototypical risk-taker. 177 Columbus’
determination to dispel irrational fears through the power of reason and rationality
gave Europe a new birth and allowed the West to garner a profitable foothold upon the
New World. His dauntless quest to cut through unnavigated seas immortalized him as
the world’s greatest explorer, the unabashed pioneer who sailed towards the shores of
175
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modernity. For Huxley, the story of Columbus lays the groundwork for
transhumanity—man can accomplish anything without being yolked to mysticism,
external deities, or spiritual superiors. In the same way that Columbus mapped the
frontiers of the New World, Huxley claims, transhumanist men must continuously
strive to chart the territorial “realm of human possibility,” which poses a never-ending,
productive “challenge to the spirit of exploration.178”
Let us now return to Huxley’s definition of transhumanism: “Man remaining
Man, but transcending himself, by realizing new possibilities of and for his human
nature.” 179 The latter part of Huxley’s definition seems to be well grounded. His call
towards Human transcendence through the powers of rationality and science is
undoubtedly valuable towards the ideals of progress and extropy. The positioning of
man as a site of infinite possibility catalyzes Humanity to take productive action in
realizing its potential: to “promote….the welfare of the generations to come and the
advancement of [the] species as a whole.”180 However, the former part of Huxley’s
definition poses a comprehensive challenge: What does it mean for man to remain
man? Who, exactly, is man? Although Huxley never outlines the parameters of
Humanity, he alludes to a symbolic ideal: the Genoan explorer, of course, Christopher
Columbus.
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Though Huxley posits Columbus as the glorified emblem of Humanity and
the ultimate ‘measure’ of man, he fails to tell the complete story of the navigator’s
monumental quest. The successful birth of Western modernity—as championed by
the grand explorer—was inextricably linked to genocide, plight, pillage, rape, and
slavery. While Columbus was a ‘grand’ explorer, he also was a grand exterminator—
“an efficient killing machine.”181 After taking possession of the territory and draining it
of its gold, Columbus and his fleet painted the New World with the blood of millions
of enslaved Indians. The genocidal process, according to Columbus, was but an
imperative step towards European progress. Basking in his anthropocentric glory, the
great navigator proclaimed,
“I showed [the savages] a sword, they took it by the edge and cut themselves
out of ignorance. They have no iron. Their spears are made of cane… . They
would make fine servants…. With fifty men we could subjugate them all and
make them do whatever we want!” 182
Upon the forced annihilation of Indian subjects, Columbus turned towards
new seas to conquer. His royal fleet cut through the turbulent waters of the Atlantic,
carving a bloody route towards modern capitalism: the Transatlantic Slave Trade. In
the name of rationality, progress, and divine destiny, the European rape of the African
continent transformed millions of Black bodies into biological capital, fleshy
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commodities to be exchanged through the plantation economy. 183 Ultimately the
‘success’ of Columbus’ proactionary quest—contingent upon the spilling of innocent
blood and the pillage of unsullied land —has been immortalized in Western mythology
as a prophetic calling towards industrial civilization. Columbus himself thus becomes
the symbol of man: a White, male, hyper-rational subject with a relentless urge and
moral duty to bend nature to his will. For Huxley, Columbus— the great
exterminator, blood-thirsty murderer, and rapacious looter—is the apex of Man, the
Übermensch embodied.
Given Columbus’ problematic positioning as the epitome of man, Huxley’s
usage of objective, universalist syntax throughout his transhumanist manifesto is
inherently fraught. Huxley’s employment of the collective “We” and “Us” (i.e “We
need to explore and map the whole realm of human possibility…”) establishes a
value-neutral vision of normative Humanity—one that fails to address all subjects who
lay claim to the modern conception of the Human. Thus, while Huxley focuses merely
on transcending the limitations of the Human category through the power of
transhumanism, he never foregrounds the need to undermine the very colonial and
material structures, nor the processes and epistemologies that have grounded the
modern Human construct. To more intricately understand the teleological direction of
transhumanism, let us now examine the problem of the Human.
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Whose Man Is This? The “Epistemological Territory” of The Human
If Man is Columbus, who is everyone else? I now turn to decolonial
philosopher and poet Sylvia Wynter to ground this inquiry; her works will serve as our
grounding theoretical framework for the rest of this project. 184 For Wynter, the
portentous events of 1492—as both a victorious catalyst towards Western modernity
and an emblem of genocide and pillage— initiated a tectonic mutation upon the
epistemological “territory” by which we have come to understand the Human.185
In “Columbus, The Ocean Blue, and Fables that Stir the Mind,” Wynter argues
that the Voyage to the New World initiated the dichotomous creation of two different
genres of the Human: Man (White, rational, secular, and bioeconomically selected)
and its conceptual Other, the Negro (Black, irrational, mystic, and bioeconomically
dysselected). 186 The maintenance of this dichotomy— fundamentally reliant upon the
valorization of the globally hegemonic order of Man and the devalorization of the
Black Other—has problematically biologized Man as natural organism, as the Human
itself.
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I return to the intricacies of Wynter’s argument to describe how the
naturalization of Man-as-Human took/takes place. 187 The Human being, for Wynter,
is not merely a biological creature defined on purely ontogenetic and phylogenetic
planes.188 Although materialized by flesh and blood, the Human is a creature of bios
and mythos — ever-changing descriptive statements. Human beings exist in the world
as sites of constant transformation; they are not sealed in their physiology but are
constantly produced by what delcolonial philosopher Frantz Fanon refers to as
sociogenic codes— “the sciences of the word”— which actively program the
epistemological territory of (what we conceive to be) the Human.189 Drawing upon
these Fanonian conceptions, Wynter argues that the Human is a metaphysical
invention engineered by descriptive fantasy: “We... experience ourselves as Human only
through the mediation of the processes of socialization effected by the invented tekhne
or cultural technology to which we give the name culture.” 190 In this vein, the Human
subject for Wynter is not a concrete or fixed fact, but rather a subjective experience that
endures ever-evolving -change.
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Through the power of descriptive statements, Wynter contends, the Human
episteme has produced two problematic genres of the Human throughout the course
of history: Man1, and Man2.191 Man1, or homo politicus, materialized in the 15th
Century, during the era of Christopher Columbus and his 1492 voyage to the New
World. Man1 emerged as the Renaissance world began to heretically shift its
metaphysical ties from Judeo-Christian theology to secular forms Humanism (creating
a hybridly religio-secular epistemological foundation) to comprehend the universe and
the Human condition. The legend of Columbus helped initiate this epistemological
transformation, for the explorer exceeded the normative bounds of geographical
possibilities: “only by contradicting the orthodox premises of the Scholastic order of
knowledge [religion] could Columbus have found financial backers and undertaken the
voyage as a nautical feat.”192 While Europe’s previous Human-matrix description
followed a Redeemed Spirit/ Fallen Flesh metric system—in that ‘valued’ Humans
were praised by God, and ‘devalued’ Humans were ontological sinners shunned by
God— the new, secular episteme followed a Rational/Irrational dialectic upon which
Man1 and his new Other were epistemologically classified.193 Thus, reason and
rationality—in place of non-secular spirituality—took center stage, imbuing Man1
with a self-cognition of limitless invincibility.
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However, as we know, the invention of the degodded, Rational Human subject
was inextricably linked to the violent project of European colonialism. As Walter
Mignolo famously writes: “there [was and] is no modernity without coloniality.”194
Through genocide, mass enslavement and violent pillage, Columbus’ invasion of the
New World made possible a “new image of the earth and conception of the cosmos.”
195

The colonial encounter of the “technologically triumphant discoverer” positioned

Indos and Negroes as the symbolic embodiments of irrationality—barring them from
the gilded gates of Humanhood through the brutalities of global settler colonialism
and, of course, the unspeakable atrocities of chattel slavery. 196The combination of
these forces—fortified by the rise of secularism and Europe’s growing economic
desires—birthed the invention of race, the technological ordering system by which
Man1 solidified his self-cognition as the Human itself:
“Race” was therefore to be, in effect, the non-supernatural but no less extrahuman ground (in the reoccupied place of the traditional ancestors/gods, God,
ground) of the answer that the secularizing West would now give to the
Heideggerian question as to the who, and the what we are.197”
Through hegemonic reinforcements, the victorious legend of Columbus—still
deeply embedded within our cultural consciousness— “helped to shape the
perceptions, and therefore the behaviors, that led to the West’s technological mastery
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over nature, [and] its economic domination over ...the native peoples of the planet:”
making Human subject intricately linked to the violence of colonial-racialization.
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During the 19th Century, however, the epistemological territory endured another
tectonic mutation. This era gave rise to biological knowledge, bourgeois capitalism,
and the birth of Man2—the “bioeconomic” (homo oeconomicus) subject who still
undergirds our contemporary understanding of The Human.199 Wynter posits that
19th Century transformative scientific theories helped shift towards a descriptive
statement that identified Humans “no longer as that of Noah or Nature, but of
Evolution and Natural Selection.” 200 Wynter argues that Darwinian influence
fundamentally transformed the order of knowledge to be interpreted in purely
scientific terms, rendering biological discoveries as indisputable Truths. Upon the
influence of Darwin’s “Survival of the Fittest,” successful people were no longer
ordained by God, but instead biologically “selected” to accumulate resources, exploit
them to their advantage, and win. Unsuccessful people were no longer “Fallen Flesh”
but instead biologically “dysselected”— genetically equipt to fail in the evolutionary
race. 201 The relentless, binaristic ordering of selectedness and dysselectedness thus
became a law of nature.
In discussing the genealogy of Man2, Wynter also unpacks the impact of
Thomas Malthus’s philosophy of “Natural Scarcity:” the idea that resources are
198
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inevitably finite, but the growth of the Human population is boundless. Since Natural
Scarcity was accepted as a natural, scientific truth, the discarding of certain
subjects—fleshy resources— also became a natural practice. As the selected/dysselected
dialectic became naturalized within the Human-matrix, Man2 developed into a
successful bio-economic machine that was somehow ‘genetically’ programmed to
maximize scarce resources and evolve beyond limitation: “Man2 [became]...a
jobholding Breadwinner, and even more optimally, as a successful “masterer of Natural
Scarcity” (Investor, or capital accumulator).” 202 Consequently, the ontologization of
Man2 as Human effectively normalized the perils of exploitative capitalism as a natural
phenomenon within the Human condition.
Of course, Man2’s occupation as the Human required a new zone of
Otherness to survive, for his self-cognition is reliant upon the dialectical polarity
between Subject (Human) and its Other (non/sub Human). The Other, for Man2,
was no longer the Irrational subject as once symbolized by the Indian savage and
epitomized by the Negro Slave. Instead, the Bioeconomic Darwinian/Malthusian
imaginary rendered the Other as
“a new category, one now comprised of the jobless, the homeless, the Poor, the
systemically made jobless and criminalized—of the “underdeveloped”—all as
the category of the economically damnés...it is the freed Negro, together with
the Indians interned in reservations, or as peons on haciendas, who [are] now...
interned in the new institution of Poverty/Joblessnessness.203”
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Weaponizing the technology of race, the differentiation between Man2 and the Other
is most explicitly drawn by the DuBoisian Color Line.204 As modernity progressed,
ideologies of dysselection came to be projected upon and associated with Black skin—
rendering nonwhite bodies mere sites of evolutionary waste. Thus the invention of
“the Nigger” subject is—within this bioeconomic matrix—genetically undeserving of
life and naturally disposable by the forces of Darwinian and Malthusian logics. As a
result of this Bioeconomic episteme, Blackness became the symbolic embodiment of
death, while Whiteness became the physical referent of life itself.
The myth of the Man-as-Human subject has become deeply naturalized within
our consciousness due to its relationship with bios—our biology. Wynter argues that
our descriptive statements symbiotically react to our physiological processes, for the
creation and repetition of myths trigger our neurochemical, opiate reward and
punishment systems. In other words, the symbolic instructions of storytelling
codes—in this instance the Man-as-Human subject—become reinforced and thus
“alchemically transformed into living flesh.”205 Our brains trigger our unconscious,
psychosomatic behaviors to respond positively to the hegemonic order of Man, for we
are both culturally and biologically rewarded for performing this mimesis. With
enough training, the Human brain replicates “each such fictively made eusocial human
order as an autopoietic, autonomously functioning, languaging, living
204
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system”—reproducing Man’s regime as instinctive.206 Thus, the development of our
consciousness is automatically programmed to continue the story of the Human as a
White-male-bourgeois-colonial project.
The biological-autopoiesis of Man’s order is famously exhibited in Frantz
Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks. Fanon details a moment in which a White child
points at him, screaming in horror: “Look, a Negro!”207 The very sight of Fanon’s
Blackness—which, under Man, has been ideologically and culturally programmed to
signify monstrosity—produces certain physiological implications. The child feels
endangered by and overwhelmingly fearful of Fanon’s Black skin, giving rise to his
tangibly anxious flight-or-fight response. In response to the child’s material reaction,
Fanon then experiences a psychosomatic feeling of disgust for his own Blackness—for
his brain has been trained to be mimetically averse to any signifer that undermines
Man’s dominance. The cyclicity of this punishment-reward system continues until it is
cognizantly unlearned and actively reprogrammed.
In a transhumanist fashion, Wynter ultimately problematizes our
understanding of the Human as a normative entity. To Wynter, the Human is a fleshy
site of mythological projections that are ultimately naturalized by bio-physiological
fortifications. Despite this process of naturalization, The truth is that the current
vision of the Human—Man—is not a natural creature, but a colonial relation
206
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engineered by historical inventions and fabricated “politics of being.”208 Taking
Wynter’s argument seriously, I am left with a concluding inquiry: If the transhumanist
movement desires to grant immortality to the Human (who we now understand to be
Man), what structural, potentially violent realities will also be rendered eternal in the
realization of this project? In other words, will Man remain Man in transhumanity or
will we effectively transcend him for good?
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CHAPTER II: Escaping The Flesh
The European has only been able to become a man through creating slaves and monsters.
—JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
What white people have to do, is try and find out in their own hearts why it was necessary to have a
nigger in the first place, because I'm not a nigger, I'm a man, but if you think I'm a nigger, it means you
need it.
— JAMES BALDWIN

The Racial Logic of Humanism
Taking Wynter’s line of thought seriously, Humanism renders homo
oeconomicus—the purely biological, secular, and economic subject— as the Human
itself. Man’s209 reign as the Human naturalizes violence, hyper-capitalist pillage, and
ontological devaluation upon Otherized subjects—particularly the symbol of
Blackened bodies. As we have discussed, Humanism is characteristically sustained by
the relentless logic of the DuBoisian Color Line: the binarist power of race implicated
within the human/subhuman dialectic. It is imperative to note that I recognize that
race is not the sole ordering principle that is integral to Humanism’s structure.
Certainly, other modalities that help sustain the corrosive dialectic of Man and the
Other—whether that be the natural world, animals, bacteria, inorganic matter, or
spiritual entities. However, under Humanism, race functions as the primary
technological heuristic that has been integral to the genealogy of Man-as-human. 210
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By treating race as an ordering technology, I reject the wrongful notion that
race—the master “ethico-political signifier”— possesses some sort of ontological,
metaphysical essence.211 Rather, race as a technological apparatus has actively shaped
and continues to shape how Man is protected, sustained, and hyper-glorified: it
catalyzes the “naturalization of colonial relations.”212 As first demonstrated by
Columbus’ bloody mark upon the New World, race ultimately functions as the
“master code of symbolic life and death ” that is automatically reproduced within this
epistemological territory.213 Under this current order of Humanism, Man relies upon
this dialectical polarity— this enfleshed difference of power relations— to survive.
While it is utterly ahistorical and inappropriate to argue that race operates in the same
way that it did in the late 15th century (i.e Blackened peoples are no longer enslaved or
rendered biological capital), race as an updated technology still undergirds the machine
of modernity. Its ordering properties determine who lives and who dies, who succeeds
and who fails, who is selected and who is dysselected. If transhumanism is dedicated to
the absolute transcendence of death, a truly emancipatory vision of transhumanism
must unlink Blackness as the ontological symbol of suffering and death in the current
Humanist order.
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A Case for Transhumanity: Escaping Blackness
Given that race serves as the core heuristic of life and death within the logic of
Humanism—the theoretical foundation of transhumanism—a convincing
transhumanism should strive to actively defy the racial process of ontological
devaluation that is indispensable to its mother philosophy. As discussed in Chapter I,
transhumanism seems to push past Humanism’s entropic and antiquated parameters
by rendering the Human an unstable entity that requires further transcendence: the
most central value to transhumanist discourse. The concept of transhuman
transcendence is effectively symbolized by the urge to escape the flesh itself. 214
For transhumanists, the flesh is a limiting prison that must be either
transformed (via morphological enhancement, rigorous biohacking etc.) or, on a more
extreme plane, transcended (through cybernetic uploading, substrate transfer, etc).
Galvanized by this guiding principle of escapism, transhumanism pursues a Humanity
that is unembodied, unweighted by the heavy limitations of mortality. Transhumanists
thus pose the following inquiry, one that fundamentally challenges the limits of
traditional Humanism: What if we discarded our flesh through the power of
technology and tapped into the ideal of Nietzschean wonder, to conquer the
impossible? In transhumanist logic, along with the discarding of the flesh comes the
abandoning of burdensome,“fleshy” experiences: the weight of our social histories, the
trauma of suffering, and the lingering inevitability of death. What new life-meanings
214
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will be created if the flesh is positioned as an ontological trap? Perhaps this
philosophical (and physical) ideal could prove emancipatory for racialized
Others—especially Black subjects—whose flesh has come to signify the epitome of
ontological devaluation under Humanism.
The question of escaping one’s Blackness and/or transcending racial fixity has
been heavily discussed in African American studies. George Schulyer’s Afro-futuristic
novel Black No More (where the protagonist uses science to discard his Blackness for
Whiteness), for example, immediately comes to mind.215 In the field, the transcendence
of race debate is often summarized by the philosophical question of postracialism, or
“colorblindness.” There are two strains of colorblindness often discussed in the
academy: (1) Eliminativism and (2) Race Consciousness. Eliminativism, the strongest
form of colorblindness, argues that race is a morally and ontologically irrelevant
category for judgment.216 To reify this truth, racial categories, descriptors, and signifiers
are ultimately expunged as valid realities. In “Taking Postracialism Seriously,” Paul
Taylor explains this view further:
“For the most vocal advocates...history has no color, which means that
the...historical processes that created the world we now inhabit, has no [and
should have no] bearing on the conduct of our lives. When racial history comes
to an end, when the idea that history might meaningfully be understood as
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having a racial dimension becomes unthinkable, then we become quite literally
postracial.”217
Ultimately, eliminative colorblindness functions as a prophetic politics that helps
facilitate the manifestation of the post-racial world—an idealized good—by
immediately executing such a reality in the present.218
The second most discussed form of colorblindness, race consciousness, can
largely be attributed to the political philosophy of Dr. Martin Luther King. In “The
Prophetic Tension between Race Consciousness and the Ideal of Color Blindness,”
Robert R. Sundstrom argues that while King uses colorblindness as a transcendental
ideal (actualized through the power of God’s divine love), he strategically acknowledges
the traumatic realities and suffrages that race has on Blackened subjects.219 Put simply,
King’s argumentative line is as follows: by being cognizant of racial suffrage (through
non-ideal theory), we may produce critical reflections regarding our hegemonic social
order to ultimately expunge racial obstacles that prevent the manifestation of an ideal
post-racial reality—where subjects are “judged by the content of their character
[rather] than the color of their skin.” 220Although eliminativist colorblindness and
race-conscious colorblindness employ different pragmatic means to achieve their ends,
it seems as though both lines of discourse are galvanized by a shared goal: absolute
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transcendence from the encumbrances of race, a fundamentally damaging power
structure that is integral to the current order of Humanism.
When placed within this colorblindness discourse, however, transhumanist
escapism offers a fundamentally alternative option. Through the power of technology,
transhumanism promises to physically escape the flesh—including racialized flesh: the
ordering technology of bourgeois Humanism. Since no one is enfleshed in this
post-flesh paradigm, there would be no “color” to be blind to. In this transhumanist
reality, perhaps Otherized subjects will no longer be incarcerated by the very corporeal
prisons that somehow ‘naturalize’ their ontological devaluation and perpetual
suffering. Undeniably, then, transcending the flesh possesses a seductive allure for
Black subjects: through transhumanism’s self-deifying geist, Black subjects may finally
garner the opportunity to seize the reins of their own destiny, unbound by the fixed
weight of the crumbling racial mythologies placed upon them. Ideally, unshackling the
Black subject from embodiment will no longer mandate him to exist for Man (and the
sustaining of Bioeconomic Whiteness), but will finally allow him to exist as a Being for
himself: the epitome of true transcendental freedom.221 Prior to assuming this is
plausible, however, it is imperative to first unpack the way in which the notion of race
is treated—if at all— in contemporary transhumanist discourse.
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The Human Race
Despite Humanism’s reliance upon race as an ordering technology,
transhumanism seldom mentions race in its core philosophical corpus. If race happens
to be mentioned in the transhumanist literature, the discourse often relates to the
horrors of the Holocaust—when ‘science’-fueled political authoritarianism led to
unspeakable ethnic genocide. Characteristically, however, most transhumanist scholars
acknowledge the Holocaust merely to refute the societal rejection of eugenic practices.
According to transhumanist scholar Nick Bostrom:
“The holocaust left a scar on the human psyche. Determined not to let history
repeat itself most people developed an instinctive revulsion to all ideas
appearing to have any kind of association with Nazi ideology. )...the eugenics
movement as a whole, in all its forms, became discredited because of the
terrible crimes that had been committed in its name.. [eugenic] programs are all
now almost universally condemned. The goal of creating a new and better
world through a centrally imposed vision became passé.” 222
Recall that Fuller and Lipinska argue a similar logic in the Proactionary Imperative.
They recognize the ‘errors’ of the Holocaust’s ethnic genocide, but they remain
steadfast in their commitment to a eugenic revolution: “A perversion of an
adventurous scientific impulse – however heinous – should not obscure the overriding
value of nurturing such an impulse.”223 Ultimately, the Holocaust is as far as most
transhumanists will go concerning the complexities of racial structures, systems, and
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biopolitical implications: and this lassiez-faire acknowledgment is primarily for the sake
of defending a eugenics-powered transhumanist futurity.
If race is somehow mentioned outside of the traditional Holocaust context,
however, it is diluted into abstract generalities. For transhumanists, race is but a mere
social inconvenience to be absorbed, transcended, and ultimately erased under their
famous universalizing slogan, the Human race. The opening lines of thinker Max
More’s “Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist Philosophy” are as follows:
“Humanity is in the early stages of a period of explosive expansion in
knowledge, freedom, intelligence, lifespan, and control over experience. Yet the
race persists in old conceptual structures which hold us back.” 224
Here, More conflates the idea of race as the unifying thread of Humanity, a symbol of
collective citizenship in Humanhood. Subscribing to a colorblind form of ‘progressive’
liberalism, More and other transhumanists believe that since race has been identified as
a ‘fictitious’ social construct rather than an ontological truth, it should be abandoned
in any future discourse. To them, racialized flesh is an entropic and antiquated
modality that should be completely abandoned—or not even addressed— for the sake
of boundless expansion. The transhumanist “Human Race” argument seems to evoke
the first strain of colorblindness —eliminativism. The problem with eliminativism,
however, is “its [implicit] determination to whitewash racial history and the
mechanisms of ongoing racial stratification—to obscure, ignore, or erase the evidence
that race still matters in a variety of definite, concrete, and distressingly familiar ways”
224
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in the name of Human universalism: a hegemonic ideology that advocates for the
interests of Man while claiming to support the advancement of total Humanity.225

Biodiversity
Some transhumanists reduce race to mere phenotypic variations between
Humans—this is popularly referred to as mere Human “biodiversity,” the recognition
of heterogeneity within the Human ecosystem. 226 The concept of biodiversity is
traditionally attributed to Carl Linneaus, who is known as the father of taxonomy. His
offering to science was “taxonomy: a classification system for the natural world to
standardize the naming of species and order them according to their characteristics and
relationships with one another.”227
In 1735, Linnaeus’ Species Classification System (Systema Naturae) effectively
categorized a vast variety of Human beings into distinct, variational divisions.
Linnaeus’ ‘scientific’ categorization was based upon observed behavioural patterns
within groups of individuals that appeared to share common physical features.
However, Linnaeus deemed his biased observations of his subjects’ behaviors as
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intrinsic pathological traits that were inherited across genetic lines.228 Thus, behaviour,
for Linnaeus, became ontologically and biologically linked to the very being of the
subjects themselves. To differentiate between the multitude of these “distinct human
species,” Linnaeus granted each group a specific name: 229
Africanus: black, phlegmatic, relaxed; hair-black, frizzled; skin-silky; nose-flat;
lips-tumid; women without shame, they lactate profusely; crafty, indolent,
negligent; anoints himself with grease, governed by caprice.
Europaeus: white, sanguine, muscular; hair-long, flowing; eyes-blue; gentle,
acute, inventive; covers himself with close vestments; governed by laws.230
As exhibited, Linneas’ description of the Africanus peoples contains almost exclusively
negative attributes, whereas the Europaeus peoples are deemed to intrinsically possess
positive ones: this stark juxtaposition helped solidify these false realities as fundamental
truths within the social fabric of Western consciousness. 231

In The Proactionary Imperative, Fuller applies this notion of biodiversity to his
treatment of race (which, incidentally, is barely mentioned in the work). In his ‘factual’
acceptance of biodiversity, Fuller fails to acknowledge Linneaus’ essentializing links
between physical difference and ontological behavior. Ironically, Fuller casually cites
the term concerning the Spanish conquest of the New World: “In the case of ecology,”
Fuller writes, we specifically mean the political economy of the Incan Empire, which
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the Spanish conquistadors discovered to have been based on a vast, intricate
understanding of what we would now call biodiversity.” 232 In this excerpt, Fuller
reduces the devastating, technological process of racial ordering to be a mere discovery
of physical difference that is ultimately beneficial to the diversity of Human ecology:
“the cosmic race.”233 Ultimately, the transhumanist politicization of biodiversity as race
itself is grotesquely clinical and fundamentally ahistorical. It serves as a violent erasure
of race’s true structural circuitry:
“[Human biodiversity] is meant to encapsulate the varying degrees of
phenotypical expression, experience, and life, all while absorbing and thereby
invisibilizing the complexities of racial difference. The biocultural import of
histories, cultures, socioeconomic classes, genders, sexualities, etc., associated
with racial difference, are shelved during transhumanist discussions. These
complexities are replaced by an overarching cry for equality in embodiment
and faculty, except when cartographies of contribution are concerned. This
invisiblization becomes increasingly problematic when transhumanists trace
their own philosophical lineage.” 234
This extreme simplification of race by transhumanists undermines the Wynterian thesis
that dangerous mythoi are projected upon racialized flesh, and naturalized as bios. Race
is not merely a visual logic—it is an epistemological and moral logic that causes certain
physical traits of biodiversity (Blackness/Whiteness broad-noses/thin-noses,
kinky-hair/straight-hair, etc.) to be signifiers of Man’s bioeconomic power-structure.
While transhumanists cite Linnneaus to ground their argument of racial
biodiveristy, they do not thoroughly contextualize his project. Linnaeus is concerned
232
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with entering a problem space regarding whether all humanoid creatures count as
Human beings—an inquiry he believes is answered in their underlying forms and
capacities. 235 In their treatment of race as expressions of phenotypic biodiversity,
however, transhumanists seem to reintroduce the question of monogenesis, a debate
that was settled at first by the Bible (where all persons are descendents of Adam), and
later by 18th Century scientists. However, because transhumanists seek to obliterate
both of these entropic foundations—the antiquated modalities of religion and
science—they seek to instead initiate the genesis of something beyond the Human: a
paradigm that would, ironically, re-problematize the monogenesis debate itself. Given
that the transhumanist project strives to transcend the Human, they employ this
too-narrow reading of Linnaeus to underscore sanitized notions of colorblindness and
universalism.236 Transhumanists implicitly deny the fact that they themselves seek to
obliterate the unity of the Human being as a normative entity—which was partially
inaugurated by Linneaus' account of natural racial kinds against the defenders of
polygenesis. Ultimately, perhaps their strange commitments to Linnaeus reveal a
deeper, libidinal anxiety about their future actions in transhuman futurity.
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Tolerance
Given that transhumanists do not acknowledge the structural relationship
between racialized flesh and embodiment (as exhibited by their universalism and
biodiversity arguments), they posit mere tolerance towards difference as an ideal that
must be maintained in transhumanity. Transhumanist philosopher Nick Bostrom
writes,
“Western culture still has work to do in becoming more accepting of diversity.
This is a task that we can begin to tackle today by fostering a climate of
tolerance ...towards those who are different from ourselves.” 237
Recall that Fuller and Lipinksa also stress similar notions in their vision of a Humanity
2.0: they urge ‘upgraded’ Proactionaries to ultimately try and promote “tolerance in a
society whose members are no longer compelled by a sense of common ancestry and
are inclined to veer into increasingly divergent futures.” 238 These authors hope that
Human 1.0’s will eventually sacrifice their bodies to become united with their superior
counterparts; should there be a lack of sacrifice, tolerance shall suffice as a solution to
potential clashes within a post-flesh, transhumanist imaginary. From the extropian
point of view, the act of tolerance is rationalized by free-market logos. In the minds of
transhumanists, once ‘marginalized’ or entropic peoples witness the transcendental
powers of a raceless, Human 2.0 society, the power of laissez-faire influence will
somehow encourage them to participate. Given this ‘inevitability’ of
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conversion—coupled with the fact that those who ‘choose’ to live an encumbered life
do not pose a demonstrable threat towards achieving transhumanist vision—the act of
tolerance merely strives to secure the collective peace necessary to actualize these ideals.

Sanitized Racial Discourse
Through its universalizing erasure and calculated distillation of race into mere
phenotypic difference, the transhumanist literature fails to grapple with the intricacies
of race. More importantly, however, the insufficient treatment of race in the
transhumanist corpus demonstrates that race itself is not only an ontologically
irrelevant category but also an inessential characteristic for moral personhood in
transhumanist futurity. The question is if this discarding of race—along with its
epistemological and moral implications— in a post-flesh paradigm would prove
emancipatory for (previously) Black subjects.
In Black Skin White Masks, Frantz Fanon argues that Black subjects are
crushed by the technology of “epidermalization:” the dissociative process by which the
Self is comprehended through the mask of racialized flesh, the very site upon which
dangerous mythologies are projected and naturalized as veridical truths. 239 The carceral
nature of epidermalization, Fanon says, is inescapable. However, transhumanism
fundamentally challenges this understanding of race’s permanence. The transhumanist
transcendence of racialized flesh proposes challenging existential inquiries with respect
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to Black subjects: What would it mean to rid oneself of one’s Blackness— and
presumably all of the social and historical lineages, ancestral weights, political
tragedies, and personal victories that are embedded within Black flesh?
Black feminist scholar Hortense Spillers refers to these corporeal encodings as
“hieroglyphics,” rendering Black flesh as lexical matter towards understanding the
violence of modern Humanism.240 For Spillers, Black flesh ultimately contains “the
political, economic, social, and cultural disciplining (semiosis of procedure) of the
Homo sapiens species into assemblages of the human, not-quite-human, and
nonhuman” order. 241 Could this discarding of the flesh pry open libratory
possibilities that transcend these violent hieroglyphics?
In this section, I have unpacked transhumanism’s treatment of race in its
contemporary philosophical corpus to understand the vantage point upon which we
may begin to analyze transhumanism’s aesthetic signifiers—the tools of meaning
making—with respect to Blackness.

Transhumanism’s Aesthetic Signifiers
To make a formidable case for transhumanism and its libidinal urge to escape
the flesh, we must understand the aesthetic projections embedded within its
philosophical and cultural imaginary. Recall that the success of Humanism, according
240
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to Wynter, was and is largely due to a matrix of calculated, aesthetic signifiers that are
neurologically rewarded/punished and culturally reinforced/undermined:
“...meanings...are chemically transformed into living flesh, as its members all
reflexively subjectively experience themselves, in the mimetically desirable,
because opiate-rewarded, placebo terms of that mode of symbolic life
prescribed by the storytelling code.” 242
As new aesthetic narratives produce symbolic references of ‘good’ and ‘bad,’ new types
of Humans and Human behavior are produced. In other words, Humans are
co-constituted by the transcultural phenomena of aesthetics, for it serves as the
“meta-organically regulated expression of…the ‘recurring logic behind organic
coherence’ of all life.” 243 Given that mythoi actively encodes our bios, it is imperative to
unpack the aesthetics of transhumanist mythology in its imaginative discourse to
understand its true teleological direction—especially regarding its racial-Humanist
foundations.
In her 1983 “Transhumanist Manifesto,” Natasha Vita-More (the wife of
extropian philosopher Max More) argues for the utilization of transhumanist aesthetics
as a guiding tool towards expressions of extropian morality: “Let us choose to be
transhumanist not only in our bodies,” she writes, but also in our values.”244
Vita-More thus positions art as a mechanism by which to galvanize society to accept
transhumanity. Yet Vita-More’s endorsement of conscious aesthetic signifiers has fallen
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on deaf ears in the transhumanist community. For traditional extropians, artistry and
aesthetics are not symbiotic with the values of hyper-rationalism and scientific worship.
Andrew Pilsch calls this communal failure the transhumanist inaesthetic— “the
reductionist vision of the world that sees biological life (Human and otherwise) only in
terms of data, logic, and math.”245 To fortify his point, Pilsch turns our attention back
to Sir Julian Huxley, who described the ethos of transhumanism through the metaphor
of a corporate executive managing the business of evolution: “The [transhumanist]
figure of the middle manager has all the aesthetic appeal of corporate art—bland, safe
and exceedingly beige.” 246Given their commitment to sanitized racial discourse, most
transhumanist inaesthetics are, quite literally, beige. These signifiers fail to even
acknowledge Blackness in their artistry; in fact, Blackness is often completely sterilized
from these narratives in the name of universality and progressivism. For the sake of this
argument, however, I will analyze a popular aesthetic- object that does, serendipitously,
include racial tropes within a transhumanist imaginary: Black Mirror’s “Black
Museum.”247
While “Black Museum” is not produced by (publicly) self-identified
transhumanists, its cinematic themes are fundamentally consistent with the values,
fantasies, and desires that are found within the strain of extropianism previously
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discussed in Chapter I. Through an analysis of “Black Museum” (S4E6), I will examine
Chapter I’s themes with respect to its moral and epistemological treatment of
Blackness in a post-flesh paradigm to reveal philosophical insights regarding our
guiding question: Could transhumanism prove emancipatory for Black subjects (who
are ontologically devalued under Humanism through the ordering technology of race?)
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Black Mirror’s “Black Museum”

Pictured Above: Rolo Haynes, Clayton Leigh, Nish (Left to Right)

Black Mirror is a dystopian science fiction Netflix series that unravels the “flesh
and bone of human suffering” and its tragic relationship with relentless technological
innovation.248 Each episode demonstrates the failures of our instrumental commitment
to progress and the secularization of spirit— “the quest to articulate and optimize the
ineffable.” 249The unique moniker of the series—the black mirror—refers to the dark,
reflective surface that is seemingly omnipresent: it is the smooth, glossy screen of a TV,
a laptop monitor, or an iPhone after it has been powered down. Drawing upon its title,
the series strives to unpack haunting the moments in which we stare into these dark
voids, gazing at our reflection lodged inside these technological confines.
In the episode, a Black woman named Nish (Letitia Wright) visits The Black
Museum, a popular tourist attraction located in a remote desert. The owner— a White
scientist and venture capitalist named Rolo Haynes (Douglas Hodge)— walks her
through the gallery, explaining the backstories of each transhumanist technological
248
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device (i.e a BDSM hat that grants orgasmic pleasure upon the introduction of extreme
pain, and a toy monkey within which one could transfer his consciousness). The focal
point of the Museum, however, is Clayton Leigh (Babs Olusanmokun): a Black
man—who was wrongfully killed on death row—now resurrected within a
holographic body for all of eternity with the help of transhumanist technology.

Bioeconomic Man: The Mad Scientist and Venture Capitalist

The first scene takes place in prison, during visitation hours. Haynes pays a visit
to Clayton—who is wrongfully charged with capital punishment for a crime he did
not commit. 250 Haynes’ appearance immediately establishes an intense power dynamic
between the two: he is dressed in a navy, bespoke suit fit for a Wall-Street investment
banker. Clayton, in stark contrast, is merely clad in a traditional prison uniform—his
bright orange clothing almost objectifies his body, rendering him a spectacle to be
observed and tracked. Perhaps the most striking element of the scene is the carceral
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bars, which function to further separate the two characters into distinct areas of power
and helplessness: a signification of the DuBoisian color line. As they converse, Haynes
offers Clayton a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity —to become digitally immortal in
exchange for monetary compensation. “So it’s really just signing over the rights to your
digital self in case the worst happens,” Haynes assures him. “I promise your relatives
will receive the lion share of any profits...your family will be provided for, for life.”
This scene establishes a polarizing dialectical relationship between the two
subjects. Haynes symbolizes Wynter’s Bioeconomic Man. As a hyper-rational scientist
and money-hungry venture capitalist, Haynes is the homo oeconomicus embodied: the
secularized “Breadwinner, and even more optimally, the successful “masterer of
Natural Scarcity” (Investor, or capital accumulator).” 251 Clayton, however, symbolizes
Man’s necessary Other, fortifying the idea that Man is parasitic upon the devaluation
of the Black subject—the embodied referent of dysselectedness, “the jobless, the
homeless, the Poor, the criminalized...the underdeveloped...[and] the economically
damnés.” 252 Through this dynamic alone, it is clear that the Humanist order remains
somewhat intact in this transhumanist imaginary.
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Rationalism as Morality
As Haynes persuades Clayton to undergo the risky transhumanist experiment,
his countenance lights up with unmistakable glee: he is energized by the relentless
optimism of hyper-rational possibilities that have yet to be accomplished—especially
the profitable venture of immortality. Haynes desperately implores Clayton to
participate in the experiment, for he is galvanized by an extropic urge to be the first in
conquering uncharted territories. In Yurugu, a comprehensive epistemological critique
of European thought and culture, anthropologist Marimba Ani writes that Man’s
self-image:
“...becomes translated into fanatical expansionism—insatiable and limitless.
[He] continually seek[s] new lands, people, objects to conquer and in doing so
expand[s] his cultural ego symbolically—until everything relates to [his] image
(either mirrors it or is its reverse). It is not accidental that the European speaks
of conquering space….compelling [him] to consume the universe.” 253
Put simply, behind homo oeconomicus’ quest toward complete critical rationalism lies in
his urge to “control and manipulate some part of nature….This, he insists, is science
and progress.”
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believing that the sacrifice of his Black body—a symbol of Nature under Humanism—
could lead to a transcendental future. With Clayton’s life now in his hands, Haynes is
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rendered the vanguard of Clayton’s evolution, a deified entity that possesses the power
to save the prisoner through the rational powers of science and technology. 255
It is imperative to recognize, of course, that “the rational person is not
necessarily the moral person.”256 Arguably, the moral course of action in this scene
would be to bail Clayton out of prison, given his established innocence. Clayton
beseeches him: “So you could look into this DNA thing? Prove it wasn’t me?”
Denying his requests, however, Haynes strives to instead digitally upload his
consciousness upon execution as a more rational solution: “Yes, that’s certainly a
possibility, but that’s not why I am here.” Evidently, Haynes approaches Clayton’s
death with an air of grotesque nonchalance; it is as if his wrongful execution is merely a
natural part of life: our Black subject is thus rendered an ontological zero, a site of
evolutionary waste merely to be inevitably discarded by the State and used as
experimental material towards actualizing a transhuman posthumanity.257 For Haynes,
the procedural legitimacy of the legal system is not a value that can supersede the
financial and technological value of the experimentation: nor is the futile
re-instantiation of Clayton's life. What would be gained by salvaging an ordinary
Negro life in comparison with the great vistas of technological and entrepreneurial
experimentation? Even on a pragmatic scale, DNA evidence would not necessarily be
tractable given the intricate racial-class stigma of the defendant.
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Thus, it is easier for Rolo Haynes to imagine Clayton as an immortal,
holographic transhuman than it is to dismantle the very material and economic
conditions that unjustifiably incarcerate him and subject him to State induced death.
Haynes’ steadfast (ironically irrational) view is consistent with Fuller and Lipinska’s
postulation that “wealth distribution and egalitarian legislation” are unpragmatic and
inconceivable compared to biological immortality and post-flesh transcendence. 258The
aesthetic failure to imagine alternative routes towards freedom—other than merely
escaping our undesirable material conditions through extropian technology—
indicates the indispensability of the Humanist order within transhumanism’s
structure. In other words, the transhumanist imaginary demonstrates that there can be
“...ostensibly be no alternative to [the] attendant planetarily-ecologically
extended,
increasingly
techno-automated,
thereby job-destroying,
postindustrial, yet no less fossil fuel–driven, thereby climate-destabilizing
free-market capitalist economic system, in its now extreme neoliberal
transnational technocratic configuration” that is already implicated within its
mother philosophy, rational Humanism.259

Man’s Accumulation of “Natural Scarcity”
The sacrifice of Clayton’s body is quickly agreed upon through a capitalist
business transaction. Haynes, dressed in a suit fit for a corporate Wall Street executive,
profits by selling transhumanist dreams to the disenfranchised: he maintains power
through the exploitation of risk. Because Haynes symbolizes Wynter’s Bioeconomic
Man—the embodiment of the Breadwinner— he is programmed to exert control over
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Nature in the name of scientific progress while maximizing capital to maintain his
power. Through sleazy coercion, Haynes exploits Clayton’s poverty and ultimately
transforms his body into living capital, a bio-economic asset. Haynes’ vehement
reliance upon corporate capitalism to fuel the libidinal urges of the transhumanist
imaginary is consistent with that of the tech-elites (Thiel, Bezos, Musk) mentioned in
Chapter I, for the ultimate extropian aspiration is for corporations to “control...the
scientific understanding of Humanity—including our genetic make-up—in the form
of privately owned intellectual property.” 260 To these techno-capitalists, capitalism
serves as the only rational route towards facilitating transcendence for our ‘universal’
Humanity. Similarly, Haynes believes that this risky, capitalist transaction is not only
beneficial to his corporate agenda but for Clayton’s greater good: he only has to choose.
Recall that this aesthetic signifier of “opt-in” transactional risk is outlined in
Fuller’s Proactionary Imperative, which posits that in a Humanity 2.0, Humans will
have a cognizant, ‘voluntary’ choice to sacrifice their bodies for the sake of
transhumanist futures. However, this promise of choice is merely an illusion—it is an
act of Sartrean bad faith evasion.261 Sartre’s bad faith describes the manipulative process
by which Humans evade responsibility for their own choices by externalizing the
power of their agency to society. This, in turn, causes Humans to not only accept false
values as their own but also deny their intrinsic freedom as sentient and autonomous
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subjects. Thus those who subscribe to the coercive, ideological pathology of
Proactionary risk and ‘decide’ to become Human 2.0 will lead a (now eternal) life
defined by bad-faith. Thus, the newly transhuman subject ontologically nihilates
himself as Being-in-itself: a mode of existence that possesses no potentiality for
transcendence. 262
Clayton faces this Sartrean illusion of choice when presented with Haynes’
necropolitical proposal. In reality, he truly has no choice: Clayton can either die to
participate in Haynes’ transhumanist experiment or perish by the violent hands of the
State— who actively participates in the ontological devaluation of Black bodies. If
Clayton fails to comply with Haynes' will, he is doomed to face Fuller’s greatest
nightmare: a “suboptimal future,”—permanent death.263 Clayton is the embodiment
of the
“contemporary underclass as colonized-nonwhite-black-poor-incarcerated-jobless
peoples who are ...condemned due to their dysselected human status.” 264

His poor, Black body is destined for fatality—death row is unavoidable: “Poverty itself,
therefore, is the “significant ill” signifier of ultimate symbolic death and, consequently,
capital accumulation. 265 Clayton is living capital that must be accumulated to sustain
Haynes’ power— there is no other way out of it. Haynes is also guilty of bad-faith
evasion by avoiding his complicit culpability in exploitation through the fiction of the
262
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contract and the solace of perpetual returns on the "investment" of violent
necrocapital.
Ultimately, the tropes I have analyzed thus far in “Black Museum” have been
consistent with the extropian perspectives that have been discussed in Chapter I. To
summarize, the aesthetic signifiers seem committed to (1) maintain Wynter’s
Bioeconomic Man, as exemplified by the self-deified, mad-scientist-venture-capitalist
character: Rolo Haynes, (2) solve the present undesirable material conditions (i.e mass
incarceration, the Black imprisoned body) by creating technological apparati to ‘escape’
them, and (3) use corporate capitalism as a required catalyst towards actualizing its
ideals.
Despite these parallelisms, however, it is still unapparent if the transhumanist
striving towards a post-flesh paradigm would prove emancipatory for (once) Black
subjects. After being wrongfully charged with death by the State, however, perhaps a
life in the digital realm—without race— would grant Clayton freedom from the
ontological determination of the White, external gaze. The transhumanist discarding
of the Black Body still maintains a seductive allure for Clayton in that it promises some
semblance of freedom: the ability for Clayton to exist for himself. Why hold on to the
burdens of the past—one that has crushed him with fake mythologies of criminality
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and devaluation—instead of accepting an extropic future where he can live
transcendently? He signs the contract.266

Transhuman Flesh
After he is slaughtered by the State via electrocution, Haynes jams a cranial
implant (similar to Elon Musk’s Neuralink)267 in Clayton’s temples to “slurp up his
consciousness.” “Before I knew it,” Haynes tells Nisha, “Clayton was born again.” In
this statement, Haynes evokes Biblical undertones, particularly that of Jesus’
resurrection. His statement fortifies the notion that transhumanism’s intense
commitment to secularization is grounded in the very ideological mysticism extropians
ironically seek to escape. As Theodor W. Adorno writes in Dialectic of Enlightenment:
“Myth is already enlightenment, and enlightenment reverts to mythology.”268 Haynes’
self-deification (through the power of transhumanist science) renders him responsible
for Clayton’s second birth—he plays the Almighty God, a formidable theme consistent
within the extropian corpus. However, this aesthetic imaginary does not grant our
Black subject the same deification or the chance to harness the reins of his destiny.
Clayton is not the master of himself or the vanguard of his evolution; rather, his fate
lies in the hands of Bioeconomic Man—who possesses complete ownership of his body
and consciousness through the necropolitical contract.
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After dying by the electrocution, Clayton re-awakens in a holographic body.
He is trapped in a tiny, virtual prison cell. Overcome with fear, Clayton stares at his
digital, flickering hands and glitching feet—horrified by the loss of his tangible
personhood: “Am I a ghost?” he frantically asks Haynes, who stands safely behind the
prison’s glass walls. Given that Clayton is now permanently confined to a virtual
prison cell, irrational mythologies of ontogenetic criminality, undeservingness, and
dysselectedness are projected back upon Clayton’s new flesh—this time as
immortalized, technological markers. These false mythoi projected upon his new flesh
are entrapping, for he cannot transcend past their ontologizing weights. Haynes
watches Clayton as he helplessly bangs on the holographic carceral walls and scratches
his new skin, hoping to free himself from their all-encompassing confines. Unable to
exist as his authentic self, Clayton is thus alienated from his resurrected body and
fundamentally disconnected from his Being: this new transhuman flesh is thus a virtual
prosthesis that is eternally fixed upon his body.
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This harrowing concept of virtual prosthesis is thoroughly explicated by
Fanon. Under the inescapability of racial logic, Fanon explains, these projected
mythologies upon Black flesh consume and crumble the subject: “I am responsible at
the same time for my body, for my race, for my ancestors. . . . I was battered down by
tom-toms, cannibalism, intellectual deficiency, fetishism, racial defects, slave-ships.”269
Due to this violent process of epidermalization, Fanon argues that Black subjects
descend into the Zone of Non-Being, “an extraordinary sterile and arid region, an
incline stripped bare of every essential from which a genuine new departure can
emerge…[a] descent into a veritable hell.” 270 The Zone refers to a perpetual curse of
liminality—where Black subjects are lodged somewhere in-between humanity and
non-humanity, causing them to become alienated from their authentic Selves. Fanon’s
Zone ultimately refers to a point of total absence, a site of nothingness: hell. This void
is fundamentally evocative of Clayton’s experience within Haynes’ post-flesh
paradigm. Although Clayton is now free from the very Black flesh that was once
ontologically encumbering, Clayton’s new flesh is still defined by mythoi that are
symbolic of eternal death—the dialectical opposite of Man.
We see that in this digital, post-flesh paradigm, there seems to be no true
transcendence—the grounding ethos of transhumanism— for the Black subject.
Though separated from his Blackened flesh, Clayton is not boundlessly expansive, but
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rather eternally limited. Haynes, towering over Clayton, teases the carceral subject on
the other side of the prison barrier—flaunting his freedom and transcendental glory.
Permanently fixed in this alienating existence of virtual prosthesis, Clayton thus
somewhat yearns to be Bioeconomic Man, and have access to all of his emancipatory
liberties. Tortured by the sight of Haynes’ playful freedom, Clayton is also imprisoned
by the “mimetic desire that is anchored to [the] single genre-specific Western European
bourgeois model of being.” 271 Perhaps the limitless nature of transhumanity, for the
Black subject, is merely synonymous with the transcendental freedom that Whiteness
represents.

Annihilation of Suffering

While Clayton remains astonished by his new ontological reality, Haynes toys
with his computer programming a mysterious algorithm. With the sudden tap of a
button, a virtual execution chair emerges within the cell, and Clayton is submitted to
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it. His extremities are clamped down by holographic shackles, and virtual electrocution
equipment is wrapped around his body and head. A flashing blue light is embedded
on the glass between Haynes and Clayton reading “SUBJECT READY.” With an air
of arrogant nonchalance, Haynes pulls a mysterious lever —electrocuting Clayton to
experience a pain proximal to death. He screams into the void. Haynes turns to Nish,
gloating with satisfaction in watching this spectacle of intense suffering: Clayton’s
anguish is “a perfect recreation of exactly how the agony of electrocution feels, every
volt simulated for real.” He pulls the lever continuously until we become numb to
Clayton’s piercing wails. Granted immortality through digital epidermalization,
Clayton is to suffer eternally. His life—powered by the violence of transhumanist
technology— is defined by endless and iterative proximity to death.
Recall, however, that extropian transhumanism is committed to the “abolition
of suffering.” 272 In fact, the tech-elites who have the capacity, capital, and power to
actualize transhumanist ideals claim that they are guided by a ‘humanitarian’ ethos:
one dedicated to eradicating encumbering obstacles of societal ills. As discussed in
Chapter I, extropians fundamentally believe that an absolute transcendence of
suffering will catalyze their transformation into Nietzsche’s vision of the Ubermensch.
If suffering is not completely transcended, say transhumanists, the imminent threat of
devolving into Last Men— stagnant, entropic subjects who are fixed in their
272
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nihilism—remains. So long as suffering exists, extropians claim, Humans will continue
to live “a static life, one which is closed up within itself and never seeks new values,
never grows, never explores, is a life lacking meaning.273
As we know, Nietzsche would arguably disagree with this position: the
extropian revulsion to finitude (most epitomized by death) is what concretizes and
immortalizes the stagnancy that characterizes the Last Men themselves: “[they are] as
ineradicable as the flea-beetle; the last man lives longest.”274 For Nietzsche, the
potentiality and consistent threat of suffering is crucial towards maintaining the
productivity of collective Human vitality— in other words, it is imperative to have “a
bit of poison once in a while; that makes for pleasant dreams... and much poison at the
end, for a pleasant death.” 275While extropians desire to eradicate the institution of
suffering and Nietzsche advocates for the maintenance of potential suffering, the Black
subject in this transhumanist fantasy is ontologically subject to immortal, never-ending
suffering: his iterative cries of pain are his life’s purpose. For Clayton, there is no
absence of suffering, or merely the threat of suffering—suffering is a fixed inevitability
in transhumanity: He’s “always on,” Haynes boasts slyly, “always suffering.”
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Recall that the material conditions of Clayton’s previous Human life were left
unchanged: he was to inevitably face death by the State for a crime he did not commit.
The active maintenance of these structural realities—under the reign of Bioeconomic
Man—were thus transferred into this extropian paradigm exhibited in Black Mirror.
Given that the violent architecture of Humanism has yet to be dismantled from the
hegemonic episteme that undergirds our current phenomenological understandings,
certain types of ‘new flesh’ that are produced in a transhumanist imaginary will
inevitably come to symbolize death, for Humanism requires this dialectical polarity to
survive.
While it is evident that transhumanism is a continuation of Humanism’s
violence, there is a new, unmistakable potency concerning Clayton’s ontological
devaluation in this post-flesh paradigm. Through the algorithmic power of his
extropian technologies, Haynes can unleash unlimited voltage upon Clayton’s
holographic body. Due to the intangibility of Clayton’s flesh, Haynes refuses to
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acknowledge—or rather, is incapable of acknowledging—any ‘emotional’ suffrage
exhibited by the Black subject. Clayton floats in a haunting space of intangible
liminality: he is real in the sense that he can suffer, but unreal in the sense that his
suffering cannot be registered on this digital plane. Thus the pain exerted upon this
fleshless subject is rendered limitless. Recall that the concept of limitlessness is
foundational to the transhumanist ethos. However, because transhumanism is
inextricably reliant upon Humanism’s dialectical polarity, the increased limitlessness of
Bioeconimic Man’s power (as symbolized by Haynes’ dominance) will require a more
potent, arguably boundless strain of ontological devaluation—in the form of eternal
suffering. This is no new phenomenon, however, for the structural imbalance of
suffering is somewhat implied in Fuller and Lipinska’s logic: the inevitable bloodshed
and sacrifice of a select few are merely the price to pay to reach an abundant,
techno-sapien future. 276

Neurological Reinforcements of Power
Hundreds of White tourists pay to see Clayton’s eternal torment—the
Museum’s “main attraction.” They experiment with Clayton’s pain themselves,
exchanging turns at the fatal lever as if it is a Vegas gambling machine, intoxicated by
the thrill of risky entertainment. The blue “SUBJECT READY” text embossed upon
the prison glass evokes that of a commercial advertisement, rendering Clayton’s
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imprisonment as a spectacle for consumption. As the tourists crank the lever, blue, red,
and white lights flash on their countenances similar to the epileptic strobe of a
late-night television show. They smile in erotic ecstasy as Clayton’s anguish
reverberates through the halls. Aside from personally pulling the lever, Haynes tells
Nish, “it was really the souvenirs that were driving the trade.” Upon electrocuting
Clayton, it is revealed that patrons receive a special keychain souvenir imbued with
Clayton’s wailing face—the toys allow him to be “stuck forever in that one perfect
moment of agony.”
Recall that Wynter argues that sustaining Man’s ideological order requires
biological reinforcements: our brains “neurologically respond... to a system that
rewards racial hatred.”277 These reinforcements are symbolized by the souvenir of
suffering, for patrons are compensated for juicing Clayton’s body. The compulsive,
addictive nature of pulling the lever mimics the auto-instituting, self-replicating
process of maintaining Man’s dominance. Furthermore, the souvenir of suffering is a
synecdochical object— a decontextualized part that is disconnected from its
contextualized whole. It is amputated from any semblance of limitless relationality. In
this vein, our immortal subject is forever fractured into thousands of fraudulent
representations of his Being—commodifiable capital to be accumulated by
power-hungry consumers. Clayton’s fractured subjectivity by the souvenir is evocative
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of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, where the Black protagonist is also ontologically
warped by the perverse logic of racial power:
“I am invisible, understand, simply because people refuse to see me. Like the
bodiless heads you see sometimes in circus sideshows, it is as though I have
been surrounded by mirrors of hard, distorting glass.” 278

Suddenly, the camera then cuts to Haynes and a haughty White businessman
exchanging a hefty stack of cash. Clad in an expensive suit, the businessman stands
assertively in front of Clayton’s cage as if he is about to conduct a dirty transaction. His
hands pull the lever over-and-over again, evoking perverted phallic imagery. As Clayton
writhes in unspeakable pain, the businessman begins to pleasure himself—orgasming
to the pornographic spectacle of the prisoner’s anguish: the sight of Clayton’s eternal
torture provides a toe-curling experience of delight. Due to the orgasmic effects of the
torture chamber, Clayton is juiced so extensively that he is locked in an oppressive void
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of liminality— his holographic body ultimately is, as Nish claims, “not [quite] dead,
but hardly alive either.”
Enjoying the dead/suffering Black body—or in this case, Blackness in peril—is
ritualistic tradition in Man’s power matrix, for Black demolition functions as “an
object that satisfies [his] illicit desire[s].”279 In writing about this disgusting praxis,
Tyrone S. Palmer explains that to look at death in this way “is to devour.”280 Man’s
psychosomatic urge to witness Black annihilation naturalizes the consumptive spectacle
of broken Blackness to satisfy his hunger for power.281 The consumption of Black flesh
creates a metaphysical “commodity fetish” in which the Master of Scarcity (Man) must
acquire in surplus to sustain his self-cognition.282 From the plantation’s lynching
postcards—in which photographs of dead Black bodies and severed limbs were sold on
mass-scale—to today’s viral footage of slaughtered Black bodies as circulating as
popular cyber-artifact— the truth is evident: Man ultimately has a stubborn “hard-on
for power” that must be gratified. Audre Lorde reminds us that “pornography
emphasizes sensation without feeling,” so since (trans)humanism relies upon these
insatiable, simulative sensations, the demolition of Blackness must continue without
remorse. 283
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Implications of “Black Museum”
The aesthetic signifiers in Black Mirror’s “Black Museum” have allowed us to
explore the hypothetical positioning of a Black subject in a post-flesh, transhumanist
imaginary. Before analyzing these signifiers, I recognized the desire for Blackness to be
transcended. The urge to escape Blackness is due to the oppressive order of
epidermalization—the mythic-turned-biological creation of racialized flesh. The
potential benefits of such a transcendence would plausibly allow Black subjects to
experience an expansive sensation of freedom. Unencumbered by the weight of race,
Black subjects would no longer experience a life defined by the violence of
epidermalization. A post-(racialized) flesh subject could, in a Sartrean fashion, exist as a
Being-for-himself: multidimensional, unfixed, and truly free.
Contrary to what most transhumanist thinkers believe, race cannot be reduced
to a mere social inconvenience, for it is an intricately violent power structure that is
integral to Humanism’s epistemological and moral structure (as most famously
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exhibited by Columbus’ monumental arrival in the New World). Race is a technology
of power that naturalizes homo oeconomicus as the Human itself through ontological
significations of life and death. The failure of transhumanists to acknowledge how
Humanism sustains its power or dismantle the material conditions of this ordering
structure thus leaves Humanism’s violent libidinal residue in the transhumanist
imaginary.
In other words, reductionist attempts by transhumanists to transcend and
escape race without actively demolishing Humanism’s power structure reproduces
Man in a techno-amplified episteme that is more insidious due to its commitment to
scientific objectivity and universalizing notions of progress. In truth, Man’s newfound
‘limitlessness’ still relies upon a libidinal commitment to understand himself through
power stratification: suffering and humiliation of difference fundamentally stabilize his
ontological identity. We witnessed this in analyzing the intense dialectical polarity
between Clayton (the Other), Rolo Haynes, the perverted Businessman, and the
compulsive White consumers (who are all symbolic referents of homo oeconomicus).
Given that the Humanist power structure is still implicated in transhumanism,
symbols of carnality must be projected upon new forms of flesh to preserve Man’s
self-cognition. As Hortense Spillers writes,
“Even though the captive flesh/body has been "liberated," and no one need
pretend that even the quotation marks do not matter, dominant symbolic
activity, the ruling episteme that releases the dynamics of naming and
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valuation, remains grounded in the originating metaphors of captivity and
mutilation so that it is as if neither time nor history, nor historiography and its
topics, shows movement, as the human subject is "murdered" over and over
again by the passions of a bloodless and anonymous archaism, showing itself in
endless disguise.”284
Thus, it is only natural for Clayton to be alienated from his holographic body,
a site of virtual prosthesis. Although free of his Blackness, Clayton remains the
symbolic embodiment of undeservingness, dysselectedness, scarcity, and fatality for the
sake of Man’s limitless power. In Becoming Human: Matter and Meaning in an
Antiblack World, Zakkiyah Iman Jackson discusses how the technology of Blackness
functions as a symbol of flexible Otherness irregardless of its context— in this case,
our post-flesh, transhumanist imaginary. She calls this phenomenon the ontological
plasticity of Blackness:
“Plasticity is a mode of transmogrification whereby the fleshy being of
blackness is experimented with as if it were infinitely malleable lexical and
biological matter, such that blackness is produced as sub/super/human at once,
a form where form shall not hold: potentially “everything and nothing” at the
register of ontology.” 285
Through this ontological plasticization, Blackened subjects are rendered beings in peril
— they are to simultaneously exist as the privation and exorbitance of form (for
instance, human, animal, machine, object, or in this case, holograph) for the sake of
sustaining Man. Thus, even if Blackness is physically transcended (as it is in this
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post-flesh imaginary), the symbolic notion of Blackness as a site upon which to project
carnality is self-replicating so long as Man rules the Human episteme.
Let us now return to Max More’s goal of extropian transhumanism with
respect to Humanism: “Humanism, while a step in the right direction,” he professes,
“contains too many outdated values and ideas. Extropianism - the form of
transhumanism being developed here - moves beyond humanism, focusing on our
evolutionary future.286 More’s usage of the term “beyond” implies the abandonment or
surpassing of Humanism in exchange for a radically different alternative. However, the
aesthetic signifiers in Black Museum seem to fundamentally align with Julian Huxley’s
original vision for transhumanism—"man remaining man, but transcending himself,
by realizing new possibilities of and for his human nature.”287 In truth, transhumanists
have followed Huxley’s orders: they have not moved beyond Humanism (Man’s
playground) but have merely extended it in more elegant and efficient forms.
What is most dangerous about this transhumanist commitment to “remain
Man” is its rhetoric: transhumanism actively replicates Humanism’s violence but
claims to be ‘progressive’ for the universal condition of Humanity. To this point, Ani
argues that the notion of progress in Western epistemology—while seductive— is
inherently ideological and intrinsically exploitative. Progress, for Ani, is the
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“ideology of supremacy, a well-constructed mythology of superiority. [It is] the
rationale for an oppressive technical order, the rational ordering of the universe
and the endeavor to dominate, oppress and destroy majority peoples united in
a single ideological concept.” 288
Ultimately, “there is nothing more terrifying than a posthumanism” —in this
case, a posthumanity that is accrued vis-a-vis transhumanism— “that claims to be
terminating ‘Man’ while actually extending ‘his’ term in office.” 289 The libidinal urge
for transhumanists to preserve Bioeconomic Man— “the purely secular liberal
mono-humanist figure that enacts...the hegemonically bourgeois homo oeconomicus
descriptive statement of being human”—lies in their calculated intention of
maintaining its dichotomizing power structure. The new transhumanist ordering is
merely an algorithmic update to—rather than an overcoming of— the Humanist
episteme. Given the transhumanist commitment to this current order of Humanism,
the actions of transhumanist tech-elites can be understood more clearly. Thiel, Bezos,
and Musk have a relentless drive for progress (the continuation of Bioeconomic
power) which, in and of itself possesses the seeds of limitless, fanatical expansionism:
“technological efficiency….provid[es] tangible evidence of material gain and
accomplishment. Technological success [gives]the illusion of an objectively
(universally) valid criterion by which to judge their progress. If power over
others is the ultimate and ever-present goal, and clearly technological
superiority brings this kind of power, then the progress ideology that assumes
lineality must certainly be right.”290
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Mere tolerance of difference 291will not destroy the libidinal attachment to Man:
instead, his power matrix must be dismantled. However, the contemporary urgency to
preserve, expand and increase Man’s power reveals an immanent critique within the
humanist/transhumanist episteme—Man is in crisis. The question remains: In an
increasingly technologized world committed to the techno-bioeconomic order, where
does the Human go from here?
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CHAPTER III: Transcendental Death
“There is more wisdom in your body than in your deepest philosophy.”
—FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
“The White Fathers told us: I think, therefore I am. The black mother within each of us —the
poet—whispers in our dreams: I feel, therefore I can be free.”292
— AUDRE LORDE
“Without new visions, we don’t know what to build, only what to knock down..we forget that making a
revolution is not a series of clever maneuvers and tactics, but a process that can and must transform us.”
— ROBIN D.G. KELLEY

Fleshless Dreams
In Chapter II, I uncovered a key component located within the heart of
transhumanist thought: escapism. Within the transhumanist imaginary, the
commitment to escapism is most viscerally symbolized by the transcendence of the
flesh. Like transhumanists, Black subjects are also likely to consider the flesh to be a
trap—a corporeal prison of entropic limitation. Through the technology of racial
epidermalization, the Black subject is eviscerated from the outside in, and denied from
depth or interiority: his subjectivity is determined by the spectacle of his skin. The
fleshy ontologization of his Being attempts to impose both a social and psychic death
upon him, for he is to exist for Man. Through the power of racialism and all of its
damaging signifiers and projected mythologies, the Black subject is ultimately fixed
within a body that he is fundamentally alienated from. “Taken to its limit,” political
theorist Achille Mbembe writes, the invention of “race becomes a perverse complex, a
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generator of fears and torments, of disturbed thoughts and terror, but especially of
infinite sufferings and, ultimately, catastrophe.” 293
Naturally, the proposition to escape such racialized flesh—via the power of
transhumanist technologies—offers a seductive allure. Such a radical paradigm actively
imagines a world where the Human—who no longer is incapacitated by the DuBoisian
Color Line—can be limitless. Similar to the restless ethos of transhumanism, the urge
for Black subjects to escape the imprisoning nature of racialism seeks to pry open an
existential inquiry: How can life be refigured to escape the condition of matter in
which metrics of power have sought to confine it? A modernity free from reliance
upon racial ordering imagines a vast, new world of uncharted territory that has yet to
be actualized and to achieve such an ideal would exemplify the conquering of the
seemingly impossible. Evidently, both Black subjects and transhumanists converge in
their strivings towards a global condition catalyzed by infinite emergence rather than
the imprisoning nature of fixity. Ultimately, guided by a desire to achieve liberation
(one being entropic stagnation, and the other being crushing epidermalization), both
transhumanists and Black subjects actively engage in the practice of psychic politics
—the political practice of dreaming up the inconceivable. The key difference between
these two entities, however, is the parameters by which they come to understand the
Human itself.
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Failed Transcendence
Despite the aforementioned synergies between the urge towards a race-free
matrix294 and the transhumanist movement, the post-flesh paradigm discussed in
Chapter II failed to be emancipatory for the (once) Black subject. Although free from
racial epidermalization, the transhumanist imaginary actively replicates the stratifying
power structure integral to the architecture of Humanism. By sustaining Man’s violent
regime in a techno-amplified paradigm, the transhumanist order reproduces and
actually accelerates the libidinal attachment to such power—and all the ontological
sacrifices and devaluations that are implicated within it. Evidently, regardless if race
exists in a transhuman world, transhumanity requires the presence of new flesh—new
Blackness—upon which to project all carnalities and demonizations to secure a
humiliation of difference. Through this post-flesh context, we can come to understand
Blackness as metaphorically plasticized—it endures a process of transmogrification as it
is translated across dimensional planes.295 Though Blackness itself—the condition of
darkened flesh—contains no metaphysical essence, Blackness as an
epistemological/moral modality functions as shape-shifting technology that is
constantly reprogrammed as Man’s Humanism continues to take new form.
In Chapter II, we witnessed another profound phenomenon: our Black subject
endured a more potent sensation of ontological devaluation in the transhumanist
294
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paradigm as Man increased his bioeconomic-technological power. Perhaps this can be
attributed to transhumanism’s hyper-sanitized historical foundations. Rather than
being submerged within history and the true genealogy of Man, transhumanism
actively stands outside history as a precondition towards transcending the plights of the
flesh: it fundamentally weaponizes the ideology of progress as a victory in the
discarding of the past. This treatment of ahistorical progress “achieves a unique
combination of the illusion of unchanging change...satisfying a sense of the eternal,”
successfully replicating the “infinite sufferings” and catastrophic underpinnings of the
Humanist matrix it seems to transcend. 296

Abandoning The Human: Afropessimism
If transhumanism actively replicates—and amplifies—the perils of the
Humanist power structure, where do we go from here? Given the harrowing nature of
the transhumanist imaginary, it is tempting to revert back to the current order of
Humanism for some sense of complacent ‘normalcy.297’ I argue, however, that this
devolution would merely provide the structural grounds for a transhumanist paradigm
to emerge autonomously: creating a cyclical force of ontological devaluation to sustain
the dominance of Man. Considering that the stakes of this potential new world order
deal with the symbolic matrix of life and death, the problem of The Human itself must
be addressed.
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There are some Black studies scholars who advocate for the complete rejection
of the Human itself. While most of these Black intellectuals actively validate Wynter’s
Man-as-human thesis, they often posit that there is no route towards emancipatory
transcendence from it. Frank Wilderson III is most widely associated with this
philosophical camp known as Afropessimism.
In his book Afropessimism, Wilderson makes the following iconoclastic
claim—that while Humanism considers Black subjects to be indispensable to its fragile
structure, Blackened peoples will forever exist in the zone of “social death,” an iterative
process that fixes them into eternal slavehood.298 Slavehood is not merely a condition
by which Black subjects happen to fall into; rather, Wilderson claims, Blackness is
social death— it is "coterminous with Slaveness.” 299 Wilderson thus compresses
history; in his view, the state of modern Black life in the 21st Century is merely a
recodification of the brutalities of plantation violence. Given that the state of slavehood
is fixed within Wilderson’s imaginary, Black subjects are rendered living corpses: alive
in that they sustain the order of Man, but dead in that they are ontologically devalued
within this same matrix. To the afropessimist, no amount of social tolerance, Black
Excellence300, or political advancement will emancipate the Black subject from
slavehood, for Humanism is fundamentally unable to acknowledge “an object who has
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been positioned by gratuitous violence—a sentient being for whom recognition and
incorporation are impossible.”301
Wilderson argues that the collapse of Humanism requires the Black subject to
assume his position as Slave in order to “burn...the plantation, in its past and present
incarnations, from the inside out”—an unimaginable feat.302 Sealed in its nihilism, the
Afropessimist philosophy ultimately strips Black subjects—the cornerstones of Man’s
Humanism—of any agency to transform the libidinal and physical conditions of this
current episteme, rendering them mere objects that are to resign to the ‘inevitable,’
global metaphysics of anti-blackness: “Though Blacks are sentient, the structure of the
entire world’s semantic field…is sutured by anti-black solidarity.”303 Antiblackness is
thus omnipresent and ever-lasting, rendering any fight towards emancipation fruitless.
Black subjects are to merely endure an eternal “existence void of transformative
promise.” 304 Thus, Wilderson’s Black subject is forever locked in a cursed immortality,
an endless hell.
While I recognize that anti-blackness is deeply encoded in our epistemological
conceptions of what it currently means to be Human, I vehemently reject the notion
that the social-death of the Black subject is an imperative that must be surrendered to.
An acceptance of this afropessimist resignation naturalizes “the Nigger”
subject—legitimating this current order of Humanism and the false dominance of
301
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Man. Wilderson’s poeticizing theory of ontological death is characterized by its
existential defeatism in action and elusion of class conflict that is embodied within the
lexical matter of Blackness-as-metaphor. In a sick way, Wilderson’s theory makes the
‘naturalization’ of Black death seductive and profitable—ironically positioning the
philosopher into “reconciliation with the status quo” of the Humanist matrix that he,
in theory, hopes to demolish.305 By merely waiting for the cathartic demolition of
Humanism, Wilderson’s afropessimism ultimately leaves no room for transformative
possibility to believe or imagine beyond this arrangement. By urging them to sink into
existential nihilism and ontological finitude, Wilderson strips all agency from Black
subjects and their ability to disrupt their material conditions. In doing so, Wilderson
uproots the intricate complexities of Black personhood—paradoxically denying them
from Humanity: he makes them “victims and objects rather than agents, subjected to
centuries of gratuitous violence that have structured and overdetermined our very
being.” 306 Ultimately, Wilderson reduces Blackness to a monolithic collective of
bodies, instead of “actual people with names, experiences, dreams, and desires.”
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Adieu To The Human: Ontological Terror
In Ontological Terror: Blackness, Nihilism, and Emancipation, Calvin Warren
also believes there to be no hope in salvaging Humanism due to its reliance upon the
ontological terrorization of Black subjects. Fundamentally nihilistic with respect to
Humanism’s damaging requirements, Warren strives to bid “adieu to the Human” for
good.308 Drawing from Wilderson’s Afropessimist tradition, Heideggerian
metaphysics, and the philosophical tensions between Blackness and Being/Being,309
Warren adamantly argues that Black subjects—under this current order of
Humanism—are “symbolic forms of nothing” who are permanently subject to
ever-lasting ontological terror.310 Thus, Black people must suffer as Humans engage in
their hedonistic desires of relentless nothing-destruction. Given that Humanism is
fundamentally predicated upon the violent logic of Blackness as nonbeing, Warren
ultimately calls for the complete disposal of the Human as a valorized metaphysical
entity. 311 Warren urges us to instead strive towards an existence that is unyoked from
ontological Humanhood, within which the Negro Problem is implicated:

“...Black being [must begin] to get over the Human and its Humanism
fantasies. We’ve tried everything: from marches, to masochistic citizenship
308
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(giving our bodies to the state to brutalize in hopes of evoking sympathy and
empathy from humans), to exceptional citizenship and respectability, to
protest and armed conflict; in the end, either we will continue this degrading
quest for human rights and incorporation or we will take a leap of faith, as
Kierkegaard might say, and reject the terms through which we organize our
existence...Constantly revisiting the human, reimagining it, expanding it, and
refashioning it does nothing but keep us entangled in the circuit of misery.” 312
It is no secret that Black ontological terror is deeply entrenched within and
intrinsic to the current Humanist structure; in fact, my project is grounded in this
point. However, Warren’s call for Black subjects to exist as non-being entities puts
forth a dangerously intangible, metaphysical fantasy as a mechanism towards liberation
from the perils of Humanity. Although I understand the tragic logic by which Warren
comes to this conclusion, I am left with the following inquiry: What would this vision
look like in collectively accepting an existence of non-being? In his efforts to imagine a
world without the Human, Warren presents a theory of escapism that somehow
transcends materialism—how is one not “to Be” when his actions create a tangible
impact upon the world? Warren ignores this point. For him, the plausibility of altering
the Humanist reliance upon anti-blackness is merely an arrogant and perverted
“humanist fantasy (or narcissism) that anything humans have created can be
changed.”313 Thus, in line with Wildersonian foundations, Warren’s insistence upon
the fixity of the Human subject naturalizes the current genre of Human (Man) by
refusing to comprehend him as a site of mutable, imaginative possibility: he instead
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posits this current manifestation of Humanity as its final form. To Warren, we have
reached a definite end—one that will forever be defined by a relentless war against the
Black subject. Warren’s acceptance of a fixed condition of nihilism positions Humanity
into a space of an anti-futuristic and unnatural temporality. The truth is that with
time, our material conditions do, in fact, transform. While it is true that Black
ontological terror has maintained its existence, it has undergone constant alterations
and iterations of form, and such metamorphoses demonstrate its malleability. If
Blackness is nothingness, and if Man is reliant upon such nothingness, I instead
turnWarren’s thesis on itself: within this void of absence lies the birth of new
possibility.

Rejecting Anti-Humanism
In thinking about the future of the Human in the context of a bioeconomic,
techno-amplified world, I fundamentally reject the problematic resignations found in
the Afropessimist tradition. Fixed nihilism not only concretizes but naturalizes
entropic stagnancy—stripping Humans from their dialectical and symbiotic
relationship with their material conditions. This nihilistic-induced dormancy, at least
in a transhumanist perspective, is death: the great enemy that must be conquered.
Recall that in Chapter I, we discussed the productive importance of nihilism
concerning the actualization of a new, transcendental futurity. According to Nietzsche,
the very condition of nihilism and the abdication of meaning is an inevitable state that
we must be brave enough to endure rather than resign to. Nihilism, says Nietzsche, is
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not an end but rather a means to a new beginning—a productive catalyst towards
transcendence, rather than ontological fixity. In other words, nihilism provides us with
the necessary foundations to imagine new realities, for both ourselves and our present
material conditions: it ultimately functions as a bridge towards a new way of Being that
is grounded in expansive multiplicity—the Ubermensch. Taking Nietzsche seriously,
the threat of nihilism is valuable to preserve. If a complete rejection of Humanism
through nihilistic resignation—as exhibited by both Wilderson and Warren— deprives
Humans of their material agency, what would an alternative Humanism look like?

Towards a True Humanism: One Made to Measure The World 314
Given Nietzsche’s treatment of nihilism as a productive threat, the
transhumanist striving to conquer all forms of antagonism obliterates the possibility of
imagining new, transcendental ways of Being. Furthermore, as we have seen, such an
attempt at conquering actually manages to recodify (and sometimes even amplify) the
very conditions it seeks to escape. 315 In other words, nihilism—or at least the emerging
threat of nihilism—serves as a valuable roadmap towards imagining alternative
Humanisms. Thus, the nihilism caused by Humanism’s current material
conditions—especially concerning the devaluation of Black flesh (and all that it has
come to symbolize in Man’s matrix: i.e natural scarcity, dysselectedness etc.)—actually
314
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functions as a catalytic force towards the creation of a new order. It must, to some
degree, be preserved.
While I reject the transhumanist urge towards the absolution of dynamic
optimism and its total repudiation of nihilistic antagonism, I argue that their
unquenchable thirst towards constant transcendence is also imperative to integrate
into a new imagining of Humanism. As mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter,
transhumanists are guided by their restless desire to emerge. Refusing limitation and
fixity, transhumanists are galvanized by the moral imperative to constantly become. I
believe that a new Humanism must also share this striving towards relentless
metamorphosis to fortify the notion of Human agency. Although Humanism thrives
upon unnatural essentialism—as most concretely expressed by its dependence upon
the DuBoisian Color Line— transhumanism ethically aligns with the idea that we and
the material conditions of our reality are intrinsically flexible. By constantly
re-inscripting new epistemological and moral narratives of possibility, we can actively
change the antiquated modalities and structural systems that we perceive to be natural.
Undoubtedly, the transhumanist commitment to relentless becoming is key towards an
emancipatory future. However, its libidinal acceptance of the Man-as-Human subject
inhibits such liberatory outcomes.
Nietzsche’s treatment of productive nihilism, the transhumanist urge towards
transcendental emergence, and the dismantling of Man and all of his corrosive
symbolic requirements provide a vantage point upon which we may effectively strive
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towards what Aimé Césaire calls a true Humanism: “one made to measure the
world.316” It is only upon the striving to reach such a Humanism that we may begin to
critically think about the Human’s relationship with the inevitable rise of radical
technologies—new channels of power— in a paradigm that is fundamentally devoid of
Man’s domination. We must accept the artificiality of Man. The mythos of Man is not
natural. To think past this myth is to believe that our material conditions— such as the
existence of the “dysgenic non- breadwinning jobless poor”— can be changed.317 Our
epistemological conceptions of what it means to be (hu)man— must be reinvented and
reconstructed for all people to achieve the limitless possibilities that Huxley put forth
in his manifesto.
Undeniably, radically disrupting the Human through the dismantling of Man
is inherently dangerous—the success of such a dismantling will plausibly require
bloodshed.318 In this vein, many who are represented by the moral/epistemological
symbolism of Black flesh may revert to total resignation— as demonstrated by thinkers
like Wilderson and Warren. In many ways, one may argue that afropessimists subscribe
to a perverted version of Nietzsche’s Last Man: after all, such a subject is comfortable
with complacency in the face of chaos. However, as discussed in Chapter I, Nietzsche
himself does not even consider Last Men to be eternally doomed. Instead, he refers to
them—and all Human beings—as “yet undetermined animals,” infinitely malleable
316
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and undefined by a single essence.319 Even Last Men are not forever fixed in ontological
stagnancy—they still possess transformative possibility within them. Recall that
Nietzsche writes,
“I say to you: one must still have chaos in oneself in order to give birth to a
dancing star. I say to you: you still have chaos in you!” 320
Tapping into the chaos located within the invention of Blackness—the symbolic
underside of Man— may function as a starting point in our strivings towards a truer
Human. However, much like the Ubermensch, the ‘true Human’ is not a tangible goal
that can be achieved: it is an eternally unfinished project of strivings.321 The Human is
an ever-evolving multiplicity of historical contestations. Through radical
re-inscriptions and new symbolic encodings, it can ultimately be released from the
imperial binds of Man— with whom we share no common belonging. The creation of
a new Humanism, unpredicated upon the logic of racialism, pries open the question of
life and death itself. Given the stakes of the Human project, it is our imperative duty to
imagine beyond what has been deemed impossible.

Becoming Flesh: Leaning Into Suffering, Chaos and Catastrophe
With respect to the construction of a new Humanism, it is tempting to try and
establish concrete parameters of what it must look like. Despite this temptation,
however, I will not provide a detailed manifesto of an idealized Humanism. I recognize
319
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that the Human project is constantly evolving— there is no conclusive theory. While it
is impossible and even undesirable to detail the rigid imperatives of a future
Humanism, I have already established what a future Humanism cannot and should not
be: bound to the sustaining of Man. Through the negation of the Man-as-Human
subject, we can begin to understand what an ideal Humanism would potentially
require. In critiquing transhumanism and its hubristic acceleration of Man, I have
argued for a new Humanism to preserve both the Nietzschean threat of nihilism (to
provide the necessary conditions for imaginative possibility), and the transhumanist
commitment to ever-evolving transcendence (to establish a foundation of unfixity).
Under the current order of Humanism, however, Blackness not only endures the
threat of nihilism but is subject to relentless ontological devaluation. 322Furthermore,
with respect to the transhumanist notion of emergence, Blackness is instead fixed into a
false, inauthentic essentialism that is fundamentally alienating.323
Although I seek not to provide a concrete structural framework for a libratory
Humanism, I offer one moral/epistemological suggestion that fundamentally disrupts
Man’s chokehold upon the Human: a radical return to—rather than escape from—the
Flesh. 324 It is imperative to explicitly define what I mean by the “Flesh,” which I have
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differentiated with a capital “F.” I draw this term from Mayra Rivera’s Poetics of The
Flesh. 325 She loosely distinguishes the Flesh from the body as follows,
“Flesh is an ambivalent term that names a rather slippery materiality. Its
propensity to change distinguishes “flesh” from “body.” Body commonly
denotes an entity complete in itself and visible to those around it. In contrast,
flesh is conceived as formless and impermanent, crossing the boundaries
between the individual body and the world. Flesh is always becoming.”326
Inspired by the Wynterian tradition, Rivera argues that the Flesh is an “element of
being,” a site of relational materiality that precedes the corporeal body; it is a nexus of
transformative relations that dialectically connect the Human subject to the world.327
To Rivera, Flesh thus refers to the intricate “processes of materialization—not just in
matter.”
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claims that as Flesh interacts with the world and its material conditions, the world
symbiotically responds to it. The “Flesh of the world” thus serves as the connective
tissue between the materiality of human and nonhuman bodies, nature, systems,
language, and social structures.329 Rather than being a stable empirical entity— a
“self-contained mass” or thing—the Flesh is instead a lexical site of ever-changing,
transformative forms of knowledge: it is poetry.330 In all its multiplicity, the poetics of
the Flesh thus expresses the harrowing disruptions, gaps, and silences often left unseen.
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Because the Flesh is the preceding condition of the possibility of existence,
examining the Flesh is fundamental in addressing traumatic histories scarred by
ontological devaluation and ceaseless suffering. While some scholars turn to or other
measures (i.e “class conflict”331) to understand the perils of our present condition, I
believe that the poetic nature of the Flesh reveals the libidinal and somatic character of
the form of domination that is implicated within this project and the current episteme
that we inhabit. In other words, my vision of Humanism strives to reify the Flesh
because these invisible socio-material processes—which inform our Being—run much
deeper than the level of cognitive ideas. Instead, they inhabit the level of fleshy
sensibilities that need to be fundamentally addressed and then re-trained to function
apart from Man’s violent power structure.

Centering Black Flesh
Because the current order of Humanism is currently bound to Man (who relies
upon the “ontological terror” of Blackness,)332 I argue that a more emancipatory vision
of Humanism must strive to center Black Flesh and all of its symbolic associations: “the
jobless, the homeless, the Poor, the systemically made... criminalized...all as the category
of the economically damnés.”333 A Humanism that focuses on Black Flesh forces us to
come to terms with the most abject location of suffering. If Blackness is the epitomized
331
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referent of death—the most primal fear located within our libidinal
consciousness—centering Black Flesh shall make explicit the phobogenic, fleshy
responses, and reflexive desires (i.e violent expressions of fear and orgasmic sexual
titillation) that inform our existence under Man. Exposing how the metaphor of Black
Flesh is produced and maintained will reveal processes by which the symbol of
anti-blackness is actively produced and buttressed by certain unconscious structures
and practices that naturalize themselves in our behaviors and actions. 334
There is already a school of thought within African-American studies that tries
to put forward Black culture as a repository of meaning within suffering that can
redeem Humanism into a more libratory form.335 While I wholeheartedly agree with
these thinkers, I believe unraveling the complex process of suffering goes far beyond the
scope of that argument. To merely reclaim suffering as a meaningful condition does
not out the problem of the Flesh: it fails to reify the kind of thoroughgoing critique—
the self-making technological intervention to the corporeal— that we would need to
unravel the libidinal commitments to anti-blackness that sustain Man’s self-cognition.
I envision a new Humanism that accepts but simultaneously transcends the claim that
Black subjects embody a ‘spirit of tragedy’ that somehow makes meaning out of
suffering. Instead, the reification of Black Flesh brings forth a grueling interrogation of
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the somatic —and all of the invisibilized processes embedded within it— in hopes of
initiating a new socio-material matrix of relationality and Being. Generating an
account of how we got here is a cry to thoroughly examine the technology of the Flesh
by coming face to face with the autopoietic,336 anti-black phobogenia that overtly and
covertly undergirds the modern Human construct. Through the painful reification of
the abject locus of Human suffering, we may reprogram our epistemological territory
to make new Flesh apart from Man’s domination. Interestingly enough, this new
vision of Humanism grounded in the centering of Black Flesh is aligned with the
ethical commitment of the transhumanist imaginary—which does not fix our
corporeal confines, psychological limitations, or the conditions around us as
permanently concrete.
In stark contrast to my new vision of Humanism, however, transhumanism
fails to offer a comprehensive theory of suffering. Instead, the philosophy rationalizes
suffering as a nuisance, a meritless obstacle towards transcendence. In this regard,
suffering is not understood to be intertwined with and produced by Rivera’s
conceptualization of Flesh, the socio-material matrix of relationality and Being, and the
very site of possibility. Suffering is rather understood to be an arbitrary and
inconvenient condition of matter, a fixed problem merely to be solved by efficient
technologies (i.e vampiric blood transfusions, mind uploading, cryonic resurrection, or
336
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space colonization).337 Because of their hyper-reductionist understanding of suffering,
tech-elites knight themselves with the duty to easily overcome it, employing the force of
“dynamic optimism” as a catalytic ethos. Ironically, however, their ‘valiant’ effort to
overcome suffering solely privileges Man, the White, Bioeconomic subject.
Consequently, the Fleshy suffering emanating from the dialectical underside of Man is
not only naturalized but rendered invisible, as are the Man-made conditions (of White
supremacy, anarcho-capitalism, hyper-individualism, colonialism, imperialism, and
racialization) that are largely responsible for such perils. The transhumanist attempt to
conquer suffering by radically escaping the flesh (matter) rather than comprehending
the poetic nature of the Flesh is an illusory disguise for optimizing the conditions by
which Man may preserve his dominance as the global ruling subject—the very entity
who flourishes on the ontological devaluation of the Other. A true(r) Humanism
should strive not to transcend the Flesh or vehemently deny its sufferings and
catastrophic intricacies—as does the order of Man—but rather be submerged within its
tragedies, triumphs, and infinitely poetic possibilities. Wrestling with the complexities
of suffering through a centering of Black Flesh awakens our agential responsibility for
these worldly perils; the Human is empowered to transform rather than escape these
outcomes.
While transhumanists strive to sanitize the intrinsic mess implicated within
Human existence through “deodorized” rationality and simulations of freedom, we
337
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must instead attempt to radically accommodate and feel what Cornel West refers to as
“the funk” of life: “wrestling with [our existential] wounds, the scars, the bruises, as
well as the creative responses to wounds, scars, and bruises” that demand recognition
rather than repudiation.338As “featherless, two-legged, linguistically conscious creatures
born between urine and feces,” West explains, Humans are implicated within that
funk, which also contains the beginnings of “love..freedom and sublimity.”339 Placing
Black Flesh at the center of our new Humanism courageously foregrounds the
principle of death: death is integral to suffering, and suffering is integral to Humanity’s
ever-evolving process of meaning-making. Ultimately, while transhumanists strive to
escape the overwhelming, chaotic nature of the Flesh, I strive to return to it: the Flesh is
indeed the site of suffering and struggle, but it is also the site of rebirth and revolution
as we shall see in the following sections.

Suffering and Struggle: Rebirth and Revolution
In This Life: Secular Faith and Spiritual Freedom, philosopher Martin
Hägglund argues for a collective turn towards a secular faith, one that finds divinity
within the finitude of our flesh rather than in the quest toward eternity. Hägglund
argues that by devoting ourselves towards infinite restoration to escape the material
realities of inevitable loss, we ultimately devalue the present life that we occupy. While
338
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Hägglund does not necessarily argue the implausibility of reaching an eternal
dimension, he vehemently argues that such an accomplishment would eradicate the
complexities of Human meaning:
“Rather than making our dreams come true, [an eternal life devoid of
suffering]...would obliterate who we are. To be invulnerable to grief is not to be
consummated; it is to be deprived of the capacity to care. And to rest in peace is
not to be fulfilled: It is to be dead.”340
It is the risk of tragic loss—as most epitomized by finitude— that catalyzes the power
of care. Without the susceptibility to vulnerability and suffering, Hägglund argues, we
are completely severed from our mutual dependence on other Human beings. A world
devoid of tragedy leads to an existence that obliterates compassion, empathy, and our
motivation to act for what we love is entropic in nature: “In nirvana, there is no death
but also no birth, no unrest but also no activity, no aging but also no growth, no
distress but also no passion. Nothing can ever disturb the peace, which also means that
nothing can ever happen.”341 Thus, to preserve these fundamental values, we must
learn to find divinity in the process of suffering— a painful reality that is intrinsic to
the Fleshy failures of the Human project.
Hägglund admits that an absolutely peaceful life is contingent upon the
eradication of loss—a life without a force of antagonism or opposition. However, such
a ‘utopian’ absolution would perversely deprive us of any impetus to be active, engaged
beings who possess the power to alter our material conditions towards our imaginative
340
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desires. 342As animals who are cognizant of their finitude, Humans possess a natural
aversion towards the tragic and all that it encompasses: our intrinsic fear of death
implores us to try and conquer the inevitable losses that are ever-present within our
lives (as exhibited by the transhumanist movement). However, Hägglund writes,
“since mortal life is essentially linked to death, it is internally bound to what it
opposes.”343 As a result of this ineradicable opposition, we endure a perpetual feeling of
being under tremendous threat. This threat is what underpins the Human struggle, the
force of tension that develops both perseverance and possibility.
The Human urge towards the eternal, Hägglund argues, should thus be
replaced with a desire to prolong the complex beauty of Human life in all of its glory
and grotesqueness; we must make this life “live on,” not live forever. 344 In this way,
time is elongated through a collective responsibility to extend—rather than fix—our
legacy beyond the finality of death. The extension of this legacy is practiced through
political devotion, communal action, and radical investment into a sustainable society
that will produce even more possibilities. However, such secular faith is fundamentally
predicated upon the inevitability of suffering, death, and struggle: it is here where we
find Human meaning, in our failures and defeats. Undeniably, the viscerality of
Human struggle and the perils of death pervades the experience of Blackness under
Man. Thus by subscribing to a new Humanism that centers Black Flesh we can create a
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new legacy of ‘living on’ through courageously grappling with the eternal struggle of
Man’s dialectical Other.

Immortal Children
Hägglund’s contemporary principle of meaningful finitude is not new to the
Black American tradition. In “The Immortal Child,” W.E.B DuBois discusses the value
of persevering through Human struggle and ‘living on’ through the power of children,
who represent a new generational cohort of transformative possibility. DuBois paints
the dark picture of a warring world that is fundamentally closed to Black subjects,
particularly the youth. He details the anguishing reality of his people struggling to
garner access to the abundance that life has to offer. “The real and unforgivable waste
of modern civilization,” DuBois claims, “ is the waste of ability and genius,—the
killing of useful, indispensable men who have no right to die; who deserve, not for
themselves, but for the world, leisure, freedom from distraction, expert medical advice,
and intelligent sympathy.” 345 Although Black subjects are viciously robbed from their
livelihoods by the perils of Man, DuBois stresses that it is the youth who serve as the
regenerative lifeforce towards transforming oppressive realities and structures. Arguing
that Immortal Children are the highest representation of value, DuBois imbues the
child figure with a sense of unshatterable eternity:
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“In the treatment of the child the world foreshadows its own future and faith.
All words and all thinking lead to the child, to the vast immortality and wide
sweep of infinite possibility which the child represents.”346
DuBois thus asserts that Immortal Children are the revolutionary force against the very
material conditions that produce and maintain the magnitude of certain Human
perils. Although the daunting task of continuing ancestral struggle is intrinsically
grueling, DuBois argues that it is imperative to actively fight for visions of
freedom—and this can only come through struggle itself:
“Have we any right to make human souls face what we face? The answer is
clear: If the great battle of human rights against poverty, against disease, against
color prejudice is to be won, it must be won, not in our day, but in the day of
our children’s children. Ours is the blood and dust of battle; theirs the rewards
of victory…It is our duty, then, to accomplish the immortality of black blood,
in order that the day may come in this dark world when poverty shall be
abolished, privilege be based on individual desert, and the color of a man’s skin
be no bar to the outlook of his soul.”347
As old generations perish, new cohorts of children are initiated into great
leaders who create new transformative possibilities: new Flesh. The cyclical nature of
death and rebirth mimics the nature of struggle itself; new forms of struggle will
continuously replace antiquated ones, but such tension will always be present.
Through the metaphor of the Immortal Child, DuBois ultimately embraces “Almighty
Death,” for he is confident that future Black progeny shall carry on the legacy of
ancestral striving in the face of struggle. In a closing poem, DuBois personifies death as
an “unquivering Light” that ultimately emancipates his “tortured body” from the
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excruciating nature of suffering; it is up to the next generation to continue the
odyssey:348
Farewell! No sound of idle mourning let there be
To shudder this full silence—save the voice
Of children—little children, white and black,
Whispering the deeds I tried to do for them;
While I at last unguided and alone
Pass softly, full softly. 349

Shattered Dreams
While DuBois' principle of the Immortal Child urges us to continue the fight
to live on, how are we supposed to live through the brutalities of inevitable suffering?
How do we push on through the traumatic nature of struggle and all of its tragic
inevitabilities? I return to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for answers. Although the legacy
of Dr. King is often associated with (and hyper-sanitized by) his 1963 “I Have A
Dream Speech,” King grappled with the perilous reality of shattered dreams: the
painful plausibility that he, or his children, may not live to see the actualization of his
ideals. As we all have felt, this possibility causes an overwhelming feeling of
insurmountable grief, a pain that fundamentally tugs at the Human desire to somehow
take absolute control of our destinies.
Before diving into King, it is imperative to first underscore the fact that the
concept of shattered dreams is characteristic of the African-American intellectual
tradition. In 1951, Langston Hughes famously penned “Harlem: A Dream Deferred,”
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in which he describes the nightmarish underside of the American Dream for Black
subjects. Tragically, Hughes associates the notion of a deferred dream with carnal
images of death, ranging from a raisin in the sun, a fatal sore, rotten meat, and a
time-ticking explosion: the shattering of dreams for Hughes is an iterative process of
obliteration.350 In a more contemporary context, Between The World and Me author
Ta-Nehisi Coates describes the notion of delayed dreams of freedom as an annihilating
“plunder” against Black subjects; it is a violent force—a killer— that “dislodges brains,
blocks airways, rips muscle, extracts organs, cracks bones, [and] breaks teeth.”351
Evidently, the perpetual denial of Black dreams is thus represented as a constant
process of death that must somehow be endured. This has been the story of Black
subjects under the order of Man: How is one to grapple with the relentless forces of
suffering for a quest that he may not see to its completion?
In his 1959 “Shattered Dreams” speech, King discusses three different routes of
wrestling with the existential peril of dreams that “are constantly tossed and blown by
staggering winds of disappointment."352 First, bitter resentment: in response to the
brutalities of deferred dreams, some develop a fundamental “hatred for life itself; ” they
become concretized by their “coldness of heart.”353 King claims that these subjects
project their internalized rage upon others, “poisoning the soul” and causing immense
350
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damage to their external surroundings.354 The second response to shattered dreams is
absolute withdrawal. Detached from purpose, these subjects completely resign to “the
struggle of life…[and] lose the zest for living.”355 These indifferent characters—like the
transhumanist community— subscribe to a perverted idea of escapism, for the only
striving that is appealing to them is “lifting their minds to a transcendent realm of cold
indifference.”356 King categorizes these subjects as liminal prisoners, they want a
simulated life rather than one defined by dynamic change which, of course, requires
turbulence:
“In short, such people are neither dead nor alive; they merely exist. Their eyes
behold the beauties of nature, and yet they do not see them. Their ears are
subjected to the majestic sounds of great music, and yet they do not hear it.
Their hands gently touch a charming little baby, and yet they do not feel him.
There is nothing of the aliveness of life left in them; there is only the dull
motion of bare existence.”357
The third response, King argues, is a form of fatalism—these nihilists accept
unfreedom as fundamentally inescapable and pre-ordained by nature: for them,
“everything is God’s will, however evil it happens to be.” 358 Succumbing to passivity,
there is no catalytic motivation to change their undesirable material conditions; they
remove themselves from individual and collective agency and instead place such
responsibility upon a supernatural or invisible superior. This extreme fatalism is
evocative of the anti-humanist argument as exhibited by the afro pessimism tradition.
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Undeniably, King would vehemently reject such a surrendering to nihilism, for on this
plane of defeat lies “obsolete materialism”—the defeat of any transformative possibility
despite the natural Human desire to create new meaning in the world.
According to King, the most fruitful reaction to the perils of life is the
courageous confrontation of suffering and struggle—we must sumberge ourselves in the
reality of such pain to find a way through. In this vein, King urges Humans to actively
accept the inevitability of “finite disappointment.”359 This act of acceptance, however, is
radically different from that of self-resigned nihilists. Instead, King’s version of active
acceptance is undergirded by the relentless catalyst of “infinite hope,” which serves as
the motivating force “to live without the fatigue of bitterness and the drain of
resentment.”360 It is important to note that hope, in a Kingian sense, is not the same as
the transhumanist value of dynamic optimism. While dynamic optimism refuses to
accept obstacles, King’s idea of infinite hope is actively cognizant of obstacles, for it is
willing to experience it to metamorphosize pain into righteousness.
This radical form of hopeful acceptance places agency within the Human
subject. By acknowledging his perilous conditions and pledging to take ownership of
them, the Human is thus wonderfully empowered by the possibility of transforming
his suffering into a virtue: “this is my grief and I must bear it."361 By foregrounding
suffering as a necessary rite of passage, the Human may transform it from a “dungeon
359
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of shame to a haven of redemp[tion].” 362To King, this rebirth is the highest form of
valiance that the Human can achieve. Within the transformative process of
suffering—from an unbearable burden to a redemptive honor—lies limitless possibility
and creative potential. The world, in all its horrifying glory, is a fundamentally
malleable canvas: we can reconstruct the world without denying it, escaping it, or
resigning to it. Although we may die a thousand quotidian deaths, when a new day
arises, we may be reborn. Holding onto a sense of “bottomless vitality” in face of the
grotesque, bloody, and horrifying nature of life’s perils allows us to access perfect peace,
the “inner calm amid the howl and rage of outer storm.”363 It is this never-ending
journey that is integral to being Human.

The Burning of Man and The Inheritance of Struggle
The final moments of “Black Museum” align with the commitment to struggle
that is implicated within DuBois and King’s cries to Humanity. By the end of the
episode, it is revealed that Clayton’s wife Carrie (Alexandra Roach) played an active
role in resisting the commercialized torture of her husband. Fighting through her
insurmountable grief, Carrie serves as a longstanding activist who developed a political
campaign to demolish the Black Museum. Over the span of a few years, her protest
movement radically dwindles the popularity of the Museum. In fact, it almost goes
bankrupt. The remaining supporters of the torture chamber are a few “loners, sadists
362
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and sickos,” insidious extremists (like the perverted Businessman) who occassionally
pay to orgasm to Clayton’s anguish: a crowd “not big enough to keep the lights on.”
Carrie’s activism makes an important dialectical claim that speaks to the
impermanence and fragility of Man’s power structure: while there is a libidinal
attachment towards the pleasureful demolition of the Black subject, this libidinal
attachment may also be re-routed and transformed.
Unfortunately, Carrie does not live to see the true fruits of her activism: she
dies before she can witness the destruction of the Museum or the emancipation of her
beloved husband. Arguably, her activism failed by conventional metrics: while the
Museum lost popularity, it was not destroyed in her lifetime. Carrie’s supporters
moved on to the “next viral miscarriage of justice they [could] hang a hashtag off of.”
This is her Shattered Dream. Before she dies, however, Carrie gives birth to her successor,
Nish: the symbolic representation of the Immortal Child who builds upon her
mother’s template of struggle, bequeathing a model for the next generation to
construct a new order of revolutionary imagination.
Nish sets out to revolt by freeing her father from the terrifying confines of
Haynes’ holographic prison. She poisons Haynes until he dies from asphyxiation.
Hacking into his transhuman technology, Nish successfully uploads the tormentor’s
consciousness to reside inside Clayton’s digital body. She then cranks the electrocution
lever at the highest level to finally release Clayton from his eternal anguish by the hands
of Man. Although Clayton perishes, Haynes remains inside the prisoner’s body—he is
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left to endure an excruciating voltage with no foreseeable end. Rolo Haynes’ brutal fate
underscores the fact that that Black negation in Man’s (trans)humanism is unstable
and fundamentally uncontainable: there tends to be a spillover relation of domination
that is mutually corrosive to Man. In his obsession with maintaining a status over
Blackness, Haynes ultimately chokes on his own violence. Ta-Nehisi Coates discusses
how Man psychopathologically creates the very conditions—predicated on anti-black
terror—that contribute to his own self-destruction.364
“… Plunder has matured into habit and addiction; the people who could
author the mechanized death of our ghettos, the mass rape of our private
prisons, then engineer their own forgetting, must inevitably plunder much
more. This is not a belief in prophecy but in the seductiveness of cheap
gasoline....the damming of seas for voltage, the extraction of coal, the
transmitting of oil into food, have enabled an expansion in plunder with no
known precedent. And this revolution has freed the Dreamers 365 to plunder
not just the bodies of humans but the body of the Earth itself…[They place]
the noose around the earth of the earth, and ultimately, the Dreamers
themselves.”366
After killing Haynes and leaving his consciousness in eternal torment, Nish
then sets the Museum ablaze; the flames engulf the perverse institution as its interior
erodes into smoke. Clutching a souvenir of Haynes’ screaming head in her hands, the
revolutionary drives away towards a new beginning. Nish’s unabashed courage
demonstrates that within the painful process of death lies the seeds of liberation.
Clayton died to be set free; Haynes and his Museum of torture were destroyed to make

This is no new claim. Even Frederick Douglass discusses the effects of
Those who benefit from Man’s power, in Coates’ case the myth of the American Dream.
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room for a new order. This cathartic burning makes room for the new—it is
emancipatory death.
Even Nietzsche agrees: struggle, suffering, and death are imperative rites of
passage that must be endured to reach higher levels of ascendance. “You must be ready
to burn yourself in your own flame;” Nietzsche proclaims in Thus Spoke Zarathustra,
“How could you be ready to rise anew if you have not first become ashes?” 367
Ultimately, the idolatry of Man—the White, Bioeconomic subject who is naturalized as
Human—must burn within our epistemological and moral conceptions if we are to
realize more emancipatory futures. Freedom comes through struggle, and only
struggle: the dynamic and ever-transformative chaos implicated within the Flesh. This
is the beauty of the Human condition.

Transhumanism: Enemies of The New
In conceptualizing what it means to be Human, Professor Cornel West
famously turns to the Latin term “humando,” which means the great “burial.” 368 The
iterative process of death, for West, is central to the complex beauty of the Human
project. While we are indeed organisms that suffer from the hyper-cognizance of our
inevitable finitude, within that hyper-cognizance lies our incredible “capacity to be
sensitive to catastrophe and disaster and calamity and profound crisis.” 369 It is
367
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imperative to recognize that Human finitude is not merely restricted to the demolition
of physical bodies; rather, it includes our preconceived philosophies, concretized
assumptions, and hegemonic dogmas. In this vein, we are constantly dying—whether
it be biologically, spiritually, intellectually, or psychologically. In alignment with
Hagglund’s thesis, it is through grappling with these eternal cycles of death—of
iterative suffering—that we find freedom. Tenaciously facing the tragicomic keeps us
grounded in the concrete intricacies of our lives and, most significantly, strengthens the
dauntlessness we must develop to achieve the transformative possibility we seek to
manifest. Although we undoubtedly suffer through this process, West proclaims, “to
learn how to die in this way is to learn how to live”—this is the true victory of the
Human entity.370 As we have seen through DuBois’ notion of the “Immortal Child”
and Dr. King’s courageous commitment to “infinite hope,'' continuously transforming
through the perils of suffering and iterative death is a formidable theme within the
Black intellectual tradition: the very movement whose guiding ethos is contingent
upon challenging the hegemonic domination of Man upon the Human subject.
In denying West’s humando, the transhumanist philosophy vehemently rejects
suffering and death as meaningful modalities of virtue and instead idealizes
non-suffering and immortality—at least for Bioeconomic Man. In its practice,
transhumanism projects suffering and death onto recodified forms of Blackness,
providing them with the illusion of freedom. When scrutinized carefully, Sir Julian
370
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Huxley’s original definition of transhumanism (“Man remaining Man but
transcending himself”) subscribes to a never-ending ethos of preservation through the
power of resurrection.371 Following Huxley’s call, transhumanists actively refuse to let
the dogma of traditional Humanism—and all of its sacrificial requirements—perish.
Recall that for these thinkers, the concept of finitude is not only an inconvenient
obstacle to be conquered but a grotesque moral transgression. Given their ardent
aversion towards suffering and death, transhumanists employ the most extreme
techniques to reincarnate Man in alternative form.
Thus, under their illusory commitment to limitlessness and boundlessness,
transhumanists are the greatest enemies of the new. In an anti-DuBoisian fashion, they
seek not to birth a new moral/epistemological cohort that radically departs from the
binds of Man, but rather to grant their antiquated ideological cohort with God-like
immortality. Their dogmatic pledge to preserve Man’s sacrificial power structure
invites a culture of death that is static and eternal, rather than the dynamic and
transformative death described in the Black intellectual tradition of resistance. In
perverted irony, the transhumanist philosophy thus projects and fortifies the entropy it
vilifies and seeks to escape. Although difficult to see, transformative possibility—which
is solely generated through struggle— is rendered completely stagnant in the
transhumanist imaginary.
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Due to their libidinal commitments to Man and all of his symbolic
requirements, transhumanists approach suffering and manifestations of Human
struggle with an air of narcissistic denialism that aligns Dr. King’s withdrawn subjects.
Although transhumanists claim to be guided by the preservation of life in a biological
sense, they are grossly adverse to authentically feel or submerge themselves within the
intricate complexities of life—and all of its inevitable anguish and adversity.
Transhumanists take extreme measures to fundamentally escape the tragic, actively
refusing to come to terms with the very perilous conditions Man has contributed to
and relies upon (the ontological devaluation of Black Flesh and all of its symbolic
referents). They fail to recognize that Man is an active generator of global suffering
because they are implicated within his power structure, for the suffering of the Other
provides Man with ontological stability: and this must be preserved eternally.
As transhumanists try to solve Human suffering with “deodorized,” clinical
remedies, they create a world that is devoid of meaning, compassion, relation, and care:
the transhumanist imaginary is thus a fantasy characterized by perverted simulation in
place of feeling, stagnancy disguised as dynamism, nothingness in the name of
limitlessness.372 In placing their transhumanist ethos in the context of the Black
resistance, transhumanists are insecure, and feeble-minded men who turn to the
messianic powers of technology to deliver them from the inevitabilities of Human
struggle. They do not have the fortitude or strength to come face-to-face with the
372
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tragic: the chaotic, yet simultaneously beautiful “funk” that is characteristic of the
Human condition. Irrationally, transhumanists try to hack their bodies to transcend
the confines of corporeal flesh rather than audaciously submerging themselves within
the Flesh of the world; a rite of passage we all must face. This is true cowardice.
I return to Max More’s seminal essay, “Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist
Philosophy,” in which he provides a detailed critique of the entropic and weak nature
of religion. More criticize religionists for abdicating their responsibility towards an
external deity: “We can look up while on our knees,” More cries, “but we cannot walk
forward!”373 Despite More’s cutting critiques of non-secularism, it is obvious that
transhumanism is a direct mimesis of religion under the guise of rationality and
objectivity. In truth, transhumanists are undoubtedly dependent upon the divine
powers of technology and science to release them from the omnipresent, inescapable
anguish that is naturally implicated within the Human condition.
One of the key differences between transhumanists and religious people,
however, is the spiritual approach to suffering. In their commitment to escape
adversity, transhumanists do not formulate a comprehensive theory of suffering in the
way that religionists often do. To this point, I am reminded of the pithiest—yet most
poignant—scripture in the Bible: “Jesus wept.” 374 In this scripture, Jesus cries out in
anguish when he directly witnesses the death of his friend, Lazarus of Bethany.
373
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Although Jesus—the Son of God and Divine Messiah—possessed the supernatural
power to resurrect his disciple, He sat with his body to grieve in pain. This mourning
actively submerges Him within the complexities of suffering, allowing him to express
compassion, care, and vulnerability: the tragic intricacies that give power to the
Human condition. In perverse oppositionality, the horror of transhumanism lies in its
fundamental sanitation of sorrow. In a fleshless, transhuman paradigm, we do not
grieve our Claytons; we electrocute them infinitely without pausing to mourn their
flesh.
Centering Black Flesh as the vantage point upon which we may construct a
new Humanism thus renders struggle a site of infinite, transformative possibility rather
than a mere obstacle to be fundamentally destroyed. It is through the death of
Man—achieved through struggle— that we may give birth to a new paradigm, one
emancipated from reliance upon ontological devaluation. By actively submerging
ourselves within the funk, we may give birth to dancing stars that live on, but not live
forever.375 Ultimately, through this moral/epistemological reconstruction of the
Human subject, the power of technology and science can be used as a dialectical tool of
relationality for Humanity, rather than the maintenance of Man’s violence.
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CONCLUSION
If you dare to struggle, you dare to win. If you dare not struggle, then damn it, you don’t deserve to win.

— FRED HAMPTON
If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom, and yet depreciate
agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They want rain without thunder
and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a
moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may be both moral and physical; but it must be a struggle.
Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.

— FREDERICK DOUGLASS

May 30th, 2020
I remember the day Elon Musk’s rocket launched into orbit. The carrier blazed
towards the stars and away from earth with the easy elegance of a phoenix rising from
the ashes. I, too, wanted to surge towards the stars and away from Earth. Not to
colonize space, or to befriend aliens on Mars, or to explore the vast complexities of the
universe: rather, I so desperately wanted to escape the trauma I had experienced in
watching my people be slaughtered by the hands of the State. The nation was plagued
by the spilled blood of young Black men, the harrowing screams of grieving Black
mothers, and the wounded feet of Black protestors who had marched for the
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recognition of their Humanhood. Amid this revolutionary cry and a global pandemic,
the government—in the most American way possible—actively discarded our bodies,
transforming us into statistics and hashtags lost in cyberspace. I longed to be that
rocket to float alongside the stars, unencumbered by the weight of the world. My
struggle, my people’s suffering, and those piercing screams would be a million
lightyears away on the most insignificant, pale blue dot. But alas, I had to face the day.

Final Words
From cinematic Sci-Fi fantasies to boundary-pushing technologies, the
transhumanist movement pervades both our cultural imaginary and present reality.
Packaged within the promise of a universal uplift for all of Humanity, transhumanism
produces an alluring aesthetic of unweighted ease that is ultimately untampered by
chaos, blight, suffering and death.
In the last three Chapters, however, I have offered a thoroughgoing critique of
transhumanism by unraveling its covert colonial-racial intricacies. I argued that
transhumanism—in all its transcendental glory—reproduces and recodifies the very
conditions it claims to overcome. Transhumanism fundamentally fails to shed its
violent, colonial ontopolitics. The movement is simply verification that such
ontopolitcs may radically shift in form, a phenomenon first exhibited by my initial
critique of Christopher Columbus as the epitomized Human and preliminary
transhuman subject. According to myth, Columbus shifted a once flat earth
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understanding to a round earth view. In the same vein, transhumanists attempt to shift
Human ontology beyond genetic codes to disembodied, digital domains. However, the
transhumanist future is one where fleshless posthumans still rely upon the violence of
racial logic, just as Columbus’ supposed discovery of the New World was made
possible by Black and indigenous genocide.
Due to its libidinal urge to preserve Bioeconomic Man and his sacrificial power
structures, the transhumanist movement replicates Man’s antiquated agenda under the
seductive name of the new. In following the violent tradition of Man, transhumanism
projects its carnalities upon reconfigured forms of Black Flesh, subjecting
Blackness—and all its symbolic referents within Humanism’s Bioeconomic
episteme—to “infinite sufferings and catastrophe.” 376 Ironically, though
transhumanism is reliant upon suffering, transhumanists themselves refuse to suffer.
They—along with all of their ideological commitments—refuse to die. Man must
“remain Man” forever, even if he transcends the confines of his flesh. 377 Ultimately, in
their quest for absolute immortality, transhumanists are not the living embodiments of
the Übermensch. Characterized by their obsessive compulsion towards sanitized routes
of escapism, they are, in fact, 21st Century Last Men: entropic, stagnant subjects who
are too cowardly to come face-to-face with the plausibility of Man’s fatal erosion.
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To arrogantly claim to ‘transcend’ the Human entity whilst ignoring race— the
totemic symbol of life and death within this current epistemological territory—puts
forth an illusory simulation of freedom without enduring the struggle required to
realize such emancipatory futurities. 378 In the transhumanist imaginary, we have
White philosophers ecstatic to participate in these outlandish, techno-Darwinian
fantasies as the violence of racial-capitalist imperialism continues to demolish the earth.
This easy disavowal of White Humanness, I argue, is a projection of unrepented guilt:
they somehow desire triumph without tribulation, achievement without anguish, and
revolution without responsibility. Transhumanism is not a victorious conquering of
the impossible, it is a cop-out. Rather than grieve the spillage of blood, transhumanism
soars above it to get away from the stench. In thinking of more emancipatory futures, it
is of course important to destabilize the ontological bounds of the Human: one of the
core propositions within the transhumanist philosophy. However, the most fascinating
values implicated within the transhumanist movement are arguably forms of
intellectual Blackface.379 Transhumanists fundamentally exploit Black critiques of the
Human by repackaging them in the name of innovative progress all while violently
uprooting these critiques from the material context of anticolonial and antislavery
resistance from which they were birthed. This is pure escapism.
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As I have demonstrated throughout this project, transformative change cannot
emerge from the deodorized escapism that is integral to the transhumanist philosophy.
Rather, transcendental possibilities emerge from within the “funky” Flesh of the
world. 380 Within this socio-material matrix lies the complexities of chaos, anguish, and
struggle: the Flesh is the dynamic site of death and rebirth that (re)creates the Human
condition. Thus, the active reification rather than the rejection of Black Flesh—which
has been actively denied to sustain this current epistemological order—foregrounds a
theory of true suffering that will guide our struggle towards the Human apart from
Man’s pernicious regime.
From DuBois to King, the legacy of Black struggle against the perilous order of
Man urges us to be courageous in the face of death, for iterative ‘burials’—whether
they be physical, spiritual, political, or philosophical— are inescapable in our strivings
towards the humando.381 Because the journey towards the Human is an ever-evolving
odyssey, struggle serves as a productive force towards new, transformative possibilities.
Even Nietzsche agrees. Having the courage to prevail through these painful perils is the
highest, most “lovable” value of the Human condition:
“What is great about human beings is that they are a bridge and not a purpose:
what is lovable about human beings is that they are a crossing over [ubergang]
and a going under [untergang]. I love those who do not know how to live
unless by going under, for they are the ones who cross over.”382
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While transhumanists yearn for the glory of revelatory ascension, they fail to
recognize the dialectical relationship between self-overcoming and what Nietzsche calls
a “going under.” Fascinatingly, the German etymology of “going under” (untergang )
roughly translates into ‘doom,’ or ‘perishing’—the greatest enemy of transhumanism.
383

Nietzsche thus argues that the nihilistic conditions of struggle, suffering, and death

are imperative experiences that provide one with the willpower to triumphantly
overcome. However, given that the process of self-overcoming is a never-ending,
unfinished project, one must be valiant enough to endure the cyclical nature of death:
the dynamic force that undergirds all transformative possibilities. Thus to truly
become transcendent, says Nietzsche, one must be willing to unbecome.
Ultimately, through the courageous confronting of true Human suffering, we
can create a vision of the Human that is unbound by the ontological devaluation of
Blackness and all its symbolic referents. Although I advocate for a new Humanism that
is grounded in the centering of Black Flesh, the inheritance of such struggle defies racial
boundaries. As I have demonstrated in Chapter II, a Humanism that is solely
self-cognizant through the violence of racial logic is mutually corrosive for both
Otherized subjects/symbols and Man. Thus by unlinking the Black condition as the
symbolic negation of Man, we may unlock a new genre of Humanism that is collectively
emancipatory.
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In a Nietzschean fashion, transcending past this regime will require the bloody
brutalities of tragedy, failure, anguish, and pain, for we were forged under an order of
modernity from which we must overcome. However, despite the gruesome obstacles
we shall face, we must have the fortitude to bring forth the underside of Man—which
has been vehemently denied— and thoroughly sit with rather than escape from its
horrifying intricacies. Reifying Black Flesh shall allow us to come to terms with our
libidinal ties to the anti-black violence that is encoded within our very Being. We must
be valiant enough to expose our autopoietic, psychosomatic behaviours that
automatically reproduce certain types of Flesh by which Man uses to project his
carnalities. The technological trinkets that characterize the transhumanist movement
solely deal with the flesh, the corporeal matter of the Human body. But to truly
transcend this destructive genre of Humanity, we must create a new tool that deals
with the symbiotic complexities of the Flesh—one that examines the processes by
which the Human creates the world around him, and the processes by which the world
creates the Human.
Only by confronting the catastrophe in front of us (untergang), may we grow
strong enough to start anew (ubergang). Submerging ourselves within this struggle
provides us with the catalytic force to invent new mythos that will create a more
harmonious world. The legacy of Sylvia Wynter teaches us that the Human is but an
unfinished project: though striving towards the Human apart from Man will be a
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painful quest, we must remember that we are “yet undetermined animals” who possess
immeasurable wonder and possibility. 384
However, make no mistake. This project is by no means in support of
Luddism:385 I am not an anti-technologist, nor do I believe that emancipation from
Man requires a reversion to pre-colonial practices and traditions. On the contrary, I
accept futurity with open arms and, in fact, desperation. I believe that the unstoppable
acceleration of technological forces can be directed towards the Revolution against
Man’s Bioeconomic order. Although it is beyond the scope of this project to imagine
what such emancipatory technologies may look like, I look forward to this expansive
paradigm with the discipline of infinite hope. But first, Man must die.
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